


James E. Denny, Esq. -2- November 18, 1975

issued patents which would give the contractor an excellent
opportunity to plan capital investment early in the game. This
exclusive license could be limited to a term of years but pro
bably should not be limited to less than ten in order for the
contractor to recoup his investment. This intermediate position
(between title and non-exclusive license) would be useful where
outright title to the contractor might be met with some reserva
tions by ERDA and still might provide the necessary incentive
for the contractor to forge ahead in making the subject matter of
the contract quickly available to the general public. Such a
right of exclusivity for planning capital expenditures in ma~ing

technology available to the general public is most important.

At the outset of research contracts, many times the question of
whether a contractor-conceived invention has in fact been reduced
to practice sufficiently to qualify as a background invention
ratr2~ than as R s~ject invention can re troublesome I am su~e

you are aware of the cases in this area. I would suggest that a
provision be made for the agency and the contractor to agree in
advance where a proper showing is made by the contractor that the
invention has (or has not been) reduced to practice prior to the
contract undertaking, which agreement would be binding on the
agency and create at least a rebuttable presumption in favor of
the contractor in any subsequent action with third parties or other
agencies.

with respect to the requirement that contractor grant background
patent licenses to responsible parties upon written application by
the ERDA, I would ask that you consider an amendment thereto where
by the contractor upon such application either agree to the grant
or demonstrate to the ERDA that the public interest will be better
served if the contractor is given a reasonable time in which to
supply the subject matter covered by the background patent in
sufficient quantity and at reasonable prices to satisfy market
needs. I appreciate that your proposed section takes into account
some of these factors but it does it in a retroactive manner rather
than a prospective manner. That is to say, if the contractor at
the time of the request felt he was able on his own or through a
licensee of his choosing is able to produce the subject matter in
sufficient quantity and at a reasonable price to satisfy market
needs, he should be given the right to do so. As the regulation
now stands he must already have been doing this or otherwise is
subject to the grant of the license to others. The contractor thus
loses control over exclusivity of his background patents. If he
takes a government contract under those conditions, any prospective
licensee must be advised that his exclusivity would be marred by a
possible request from someone else in the future if at the time of
the request the subject matter covered by the background patents
was not in the form of a commercial item. The contractor should
have at least the right to reduce the subject matter within a
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Organizations within the Government currently address computer
software dtfferently in their respective procurement regulations.
Not all are satisfactory from the CBEMA standpoint. For example,
Defense Procurement Circular (DPC) No. 74-3 (issued in November,
1974) contains a procurement regulation relating to the Government's
rights in computer software which is causing serious problems for
the commercial ADP industry. This regulation applies to Government
funded software as well as existing and future privately funded pro
prietary software which is normally commercially oriented. Applica
tion of this regulation to commercial ADPE procurements has most
serious consequences adversely affecting proprietary software pro
perty rights in the commercial markets of the entire industry.

The General Services Administration (GSA), which it is understood
has Government-wide procurement coordinating authority over commer
cially available, general purpose ADPE, has recently developed and
issued a Standard Solicitation Document for ADP Systems after exten
sive consultation with Federal agencies and the ADP industry. GSA
is currently promulgating regulations which will provide formal guide
lines for its use. This document includes a Standard Form contract
provision for Government Rights in Computer Software. Its adoption
for procurement of Contractor proprietary software will avoid such
industry problems as arise from the application of such procurement
regulations, for example, as adopted in DPC 74-3. We submit this
matter to you for review and consideration with respect to ERDA related
procurement of Contractor proprietary software.

Subsection (c)(l)(ii) within the aforementioned Rights In Technical
Data clause requires the Contractor to grant to the Government and
others a royalty-free license to reproduce, dispose of, etc., "any
and all copyrighted or copyrightable work not first produced or com
posed by the Contractor in the performance of this contract .... "
Since it is currently a common marketing practice for computer soft
ware developers to make their respective proprietary computer software
available as a copyrighted work, and under an agreement not to provide
or make such software available to others, CBEMA recommends that pro
tection of private sector investments in computer software design and
development calls for insertion of the following phrase after "work"
in the quo't e d language "( c) (l)( ii)" above :

", other than computer software,"

CBEMA recommends a similar amendment to subsection (d)(l)(ii) within
the clause entitled "Rights in Technical Data-Special" so that the
subsection with amendment (see underlined) reads as follows:

37.
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The background patent provisions of the patent policy is another

aspect which could be a deterrent to contracting with ERDA. We

generally have no problems with the requirement that U.S. background patents

be licensed royalty-free to the GOvernment for research, development and

demonstration purposes. Also, the situations under which the contractor

is required to license third parties under U.S. background patents would

not appear to be overly unreasonable although problems could arise in the

determinations as to what is a competitve alternative and a reasonable

price. The problems We have with this "compulsory lice~sing" p'rovision

is the mechanism by which "terms reasonable under the circumstances" are

to be determined and who is to make the determination. Since the injuctive

relief is no longer available to the contractor, he is not negotiating

with the third party with the same strength he would be if it were not for

the compulsory licensing. With respect to foreign background patents,

it can be seen that this cumpulsory licensing pr-ova s Lon could be a serious

detriment to a contractor's ongoing foreign licensing activities.

The Technical Data provisions of the ERDA proposed policy create

Some additional problems with respect to entering into ERDA contracts.

A company such as ours which has a long history in both the fossil and

nuclear energy areas naturally has a large background of data ~nd

infor.mation some of which is highly proprietary and confidential. One

reason for ~RDA's contracting with.a company such as C-E is this background

data and expertise developed over so many years. Some of thismta we

would not be willing to make pUblically available. One example is highly

sophisticat~d computer programs which it would be advantageous to use in

the course of an ERDA contract but which we would not be willing to make
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One or the serious defects of the ERDA Patent Policy as viewed

by our company is the provision that the contractor will retain only a

revocable license to SUbject Inventions. We understood ERDA's reasons

ror wanting revocable licenses but it is .still considered to be inequitable

that the contractor~ rights to use a Subject Invention can be terminated

even in the limited situations provided for in the policy. First of all,

it is not clear just what level or activity or contemplated ruture activ.ity

will prevent the revocation of the license. Secondly, it often occurs

that a contractor will have a number of different alternative approaches

being considered as a solution to a particular problem. There may be an

extended period of ·time, 'per-haps extending over a period of years, for

example, in the nuclear area, during which these alternative approaches are

being periodically evaluated for.application but not otherwise actively

pursued. Thirdly, it is sometimes difficult to have a new idea accepted

by the purchasing public. rie would consider it inequitaole that the

contractor's rights to Use Subject Inventions could be foreclosed in these

instances. We would hope that the wiaver provisions as they might apply

in obtaining irrevocable licenses would be liberally applied. However,

as earlier expressed, we fear that this will not be the approach that is

taken by ERDA. Only time will tell. Ir the contractor cannot obtain an

assurance of the right to use the invention by way of an irrevocable license,

the uncertainty will make it dirficult to plan ruture actiVity based on

that invention.

The second area or major concern about the ERDA Patent Policy

is the disposition or roreign patent rights and the serious limitations

placed on the roreign patent rights which the contractor does retain. C-E

has, for many decades, b.een very active in the foreign licensing area..
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The most significant contract currently under way is the

contract entered into in 1974 with the Office of Coal Research to design,

build and operate a 5-ton-per-hour coal gasification pro~essrevelopment

unit. This project 1s funded jointly by C-E and OCR with OCR bearing two-

thirds of"the estimated $20.6 million cost. In this instance, we were

able to negotiate a contract in which patents are to be owned jointly by

C-E and the Government with adjustments being made in royalties to account

for this joint funding. C-E is currently in the process of proposing to

ERDA two cost sharing projects, one relating to an industrial fluidized-

bed boiler demonstration project ($15-$25 million) and the other relating to

a coal gasification demonstration plant ($20-$40 million). The contracts

which C-E has entered into with the Governmentmve related to both nuclear

and non-nuclear energy.

Since C-E has been and wishes to continue to be a significant

Government contractor in tile energy area, it has a substantial interest

in the patent policies under which $RDA will operavc. We agree with ERDA

th~t these policies should stimulate the best available contractors to

enter into energy related contracts with ERDA as well as to stimulate the

u~ilization and commercialization of the inventions derived from such contracts.

It is our opinion that certain aspects of the proposed ERDA po~icy do not

foster these goals in the best possible way.

Addressing first the subject of the allocation of the principal

rights to Subject Inventions in the U.S., C-E would prefer that title be

retained by the con~ractor with the Government reserving an irrevocable,

non-exclusive,. paid-up license for Governmental purposes. Also, such a

provision could provide for a liberal licensing policy on the part of the
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Mr. R. Tenney Johnson
December 15, 1975
Page Two

certain "march-in" rights to assure that if the contractor did not
exploit the invention within a reasonable period of time, title to
the invention could be obtained by the Government so it could be
licensed to another.

ERDA patent policy could, of course, preserve to the Government a
royalty free, nonexclusive license for governmental purposes without
seriously detracting from the advantages of leaving title to the
inventions to the contractor. .

IS MANDATORY LICENSING OF ENERGY RELATED PATENTS NEEDED TO CARRY
OUT THE PURPOSES OF THE FEDERAL NONNUCLEAR ENERGY RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT ACT?

I~
I,•
•!~

No, definitely not.
exist and would be a
the incentive of the

This is a remedy for
dangerous first step
patent system.

an ill that does not
toward destruction of

If any invention really would be of benefit to the public there
would inherently be a potential market which the p.atent owner would
not ignore and industry would surely bring the invention to the
market place.

In those very few instances where Courts have found that public policy
necessitates licensing of competitors they have been able to remedy
the situation under existing law. It is sufficient, therefore, to
leave the law as is. There is no general ill that requires, or even
suggests, the drastic remedy of mandatory licensing.

If there were mandatory licensing, the incentive to invest effort
and risk capital to bring an invention to the market place would
be seriously eroded. No one company could be expected to make such
an investment if faced with the prospects of its competitors sub
sequently obtaining a mandatory license to take advantage of the
effort and expense already expended.

CONCLUSION

The patent provisions of the Atomic Energy Act and the Federal Non
nuclear Energy Research and Development Act are too rigid and do
not permit the Administrator the flexibility needed to assure parti
cipation of the most highly qualified potential contractors in
assisting ERDA to accomplish its objectives. Changes in those patent
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ly high in relation to cost-benefits of conventional apparatus.

Second, a business venture that reaps an extremely high profit derived fran

a high price coupled with a potentially large market demand will encourage potential eat\

petitors to divert their R&D funds to the area of the innovation in the hope of caning

up with new teclmical approaches not infringing the patent rights. Although the pioneer-

ing carpany and the ERDA may have spent five to ten years in research, develOJ:roent, and prep-

aration for production and camrercial introduction of a synthetic fuel, it is amazing how fast

this lead time can be drastically reduced by a dozen other carpanies, each spending perhaps

as much or rrore mney than :the innovator in a crash program that has the' benefit of starting

out fran a proven technical approach and market reaction thereto as opposed to just a con-

cept and a forecast of a possible unsatisfied need.

Third, the carpany must be careful-to establish a, strong foothold in the mass

mrket so that a reasonable market share can be assured despite subsequent stiff canpeti-

<-ion, and this can mrmally only be accarplished by penetration pricing (in other words ,

at a reasonably low price per unit) encouraging purchasers to switch from the closest-

substitute conventional. products.

Fourth, at any given time, there normally are several if not my fim con-

ducting R&D in a particular problem area regardless of whether sane are government contractors.

Chances are, the first carpany to introduce solar energy on a widespread seale will be forced

to neet; the price ~tion of the next entrant into the market with a carpetitive process

that does not infringe the first innovator's patent because of the use of a different tech
James Joule, energy R&D pioneers,

nieal approach. Let's face it. We are no longer in the age of "James Watt and / when a
a seventeen

patent on/solar device literally meant a / year rronopoly. Today, the solar energy prior

art ,vould prevent anyone fran IllOnopolizing this energy source with broad patent claims.

In addition to spurring utilization. of government-funded inventions and

stimulating canpetitive R&D by other carpanies that design around the exclusive rights

':anted to the governlnent contractor, who has pioneered a new technology or opened up a
proposed .in this testimony

profitable new mrket application; the exclUsive #ceilsing»; more widespread
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iads of exclusivity is that many entrepreneurs and srrall businesses will not be able to

achieve market introduction and rreet market demand for their disooveries right away because

of limited funds and production resources. It is not UllCOIlIl'On for more than a half dozen

years to pass !::ly while capital is attracted to finish deve'lopment; and expand the facili

ties and then finish all of the many things which must be attended to priOr to full-scale

production and distribution.

Even if the small or medium sized business does have available the resources

for rapidly expanding to meet; the requirerrents of the national market, the pricing facts

of life in industry dictate that prices be set high on new products and equipment, there!::ly

delaying widespread IlI3.rket satisfaction. There are several reasons.<for this.

First, the energy R&D COItlJ?1UW will be forced to set a certain minimum price
- . . .' - -

per unit in order to recoup its total R&D, marketing research, and start-up investment

within a certain maximum number of years based on anticipated sales -volume and profit
. . .

. margin after operating expenses and taxes are deducted from gross revenue received at the .

set price. It cannot be expected that the initial price per unit set will be at all in

the same ball park or range as the price per unit of the cloSest substitute products \<lhich .

presumably are no longer as desirable as the patented innovation and whose price per unit

has been dtiven down by competitive forces as well as mass production techniques or mu:ket

sabJration.

Second, not only does the initial price have to be set high in order to

recoup the invest:roent in the new product bEring introduced, but also to recouP capital in

vested in designs and products possibly having no relation at all to the final product

development or breakthrough to be cxmnercialized. The .reascn for this is that the statis

tics show that as ·many as l8iif of every 1~~&1ucts developed are either technical or 11I"U:"

ket failures. ~s means that for every innovation that is corornercially successful, the

profits that are derived therefran must be sufficient to sustain the innovator's invest

lent in developing and marketing I~vations, 18'Fwhich are abandoned at various stages

of develc:>pmant and eatmareialization. Even a fonner carmissioner of Patents has recog-

2]..
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The fil:rns that have little energy expertise and therefore little to lose in

contracting with the governmant will look upon ERDA contracts as another source of revenue

incentive and enthusiasm to put in peak perfonrance for innovative results, thereby short

changing the ultimate goal of the ERDA funding.

A GOVERl'iIMENl' PATENT POLICY THAT MI\RES SENSE

If we are rrore interested in ccmrercialutilization of government/contractor

inventions then the personal equities of who should get exclusive rights; and Congress is

mre interested, then the logical policy to establish is one that will encourage the can

panies with energy expertise to deal with ERDA and corrmercialize the discoveries stenuning

fran ERDA contracts after their COllJ?letion. The positive incentive needed for such .en

couragerrent cannot be supplied merely by holding out a lot of rroney for R&D and denon-

stration projects involving nonexclusive rights.

The government should allCM contractors to have exclusive rights, with the

government retaining a nonexclusive grant without the J;ight to sublicense, as long as the

contractor is diligent in expending rroney and effort to convert the work product of the

ERDA research, devel~tor dem:mstration project into a e<:mIErcially feasible energy
. in concept only

solution;· O:J.e practical way of inplerrenting this approach is described briefly belCM/.

large corporate contractors would be able to .exercise an option to receive
contract OOIl\Pletion, whichever occurs first.

excluSive rights on discoveries for three years after actua1 reduction to practiceorI
said three year period,

Within / they are expected to introduce these energy breakthroughs to the marketplace.

They would be required to give biannual reports showing their progress and the fact that

they have not abandoned their diligent efforts. If there is no market introduction at the

end of three years, the government could exercise its option to make the contractor's

exclusive license nonexclusive and give one' other nonexclusive license to another

promising candidate, who,in turn,would be given three years to introduce the energy device

19.
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tection;howaver, the small carpanies will not be able to risk their or their backer's

capital for cxmnercialization of any breakthroughs on a nonexclusive basis.

But does it really matter whether these qoveznment; contractors ccnmercf.aldze

the discoveries they made during performance of their gClVel:I1lreIlt contracts? The govem-

rrent has obtained title and a-mership to these discoveries and can license them to other

finns. Unfortunately, other finns do not even have the original expertise that the
and they

government contractors did/Will not have sufficient incentive to ccmnercially introduce

the discoveries to the marketplace because of imnediate corrpetition fran other companies
comnereial

asking the ERDA for a nonexclusive license. lliis is the reason why/utilization of

patents in private industry is five to ten tilres that of governrrmt patents and the reason

wh,y 7/8 of govennnent patents are never licensed at all.

If the finn bidding on the bioconversion contract has alreaC\Y conducted its

own R&D in this area of technology, it risks having its existing patents and trade secrets

licensed to its COllpetitors if an irrevocable waiver is not obtained and such riaht-s are

required to practice the work product developed during the contract. For mmy established

c:orrpanies in the energy field, the revenues received for a governrrmt contract are only

a fraction of the expected COllIllercial benefits to be derived fran background patented di.s

eoveries and trade secrets. The venture capital decision is a gamble at best, based upon

certain facts fran which objective conclusions can be reached, but in the end a subiective

judgment. A:fun<lanEntal factor in the psychology of such a risky decision is first con

sidering the critical variables, those that by themselves can spell failure for the venture.

Nonexclusive licensing would be just this type of psychological or irrational, if you will,

factor that would make venture capitalists think twice about putting money into applied

research and develo];XlEnt. The average crnpany or inventor does not care that exclusive

licenses are sornetilres granted and are not revoked. It does not know that,chances are, its

background rights will not be conpulsory licensed. It only cares about its. own particular

circumstances, its innovation, its sweat, its risk and its money.

17.
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ment contractor to invest his private funds in bringing the results

of energy R&D for ERDA to the marketplace.

What is the ideal combination of incentives to motivate

the commercial application of ERDA within the energy industry? The

basic motivations for budgeting R&D for ventures in any industry

are well established; the prime incentive being a satisfactory ROI.

If the potential rate of return on investment is high enough, the entre-

preneur will take a reasonable ga-role with his or his backer's capital. The key to de

cision-ma.'d.ng here is ~mat is a reasonable garcble. The risk that llOI objectives may not
several

be reached is dependent on / fundamental factors, the most important, in the mind

of the venturec:apitalist, being the cLogree of catpetition.

Now we get into the venture capit-~lj:;;ts' It'el:ltalit;y. Protection against

Catpetition serves as the insurance that the venturer and his capital sources will re

coup the investrr.ent together with a reasonable profit should the research and develo,p

ment prove fruitful. Without sane fom of protection, catpetitors would inmediately

copy the innovation after technical feasibility and initial marketing success has· been

shown by the entrepreneur. Tnis ,vould put the venturer at a financial disadvantage since

the competi<tors would be able to unde1:price the innovator, who must charge enough to

recoup his substantial.pioneedng invesbrent in both thelaboratoIY and the mark!i"tplace,

in addition to his fixed manufacturing cost.

~tition in ,M1erJ.ca is normally rni.'1i.rni.zed or at least controlled l::5r the

new "reduct venturer through the use of a number of ~lell known techniques. !IDst of

these techniques are only available to the giant co:cporations that have well-financed and

agressive R&D,marketing and distribution capabilities. It is unfortunate that entrepre

neurs, sroa.l1 businesses and medium sized canpanies have less options in dealing with com-

15.
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In its future report to the Congress on the patent-waiver clause, we
hope that ERDA will be able to make a strong case for providing title
to the universities to permit a realistic transfer of technology for the
public benefit. It is my understanding that a number of well-qualified
university patent administrators will be in attendance at the hearings
next week. Since many, if not all of these men were program participants
at our conference, I am certain that they will state the case well for the
university research community in the U. S.

Very sincerely,

c::2
Allen C. Moore
Director

ns

CCI Norman Lafker , DREW
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Mr. Kenneth L. Cage
November 11, 1975
Page 2

the best way of insuring full commercialization and thus making the result
available to the public. Recent 'experiences have shown that when the
Government takes title to patents, it is difficult to encourage commercializa
tion. We are confident that ERDA's proposed patent policy, properly
implemented, will work to the fullest benefit of the public.

~~~
K. W. McHenry
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mandatory licensing of energy-re1ated~patents is not needed to carry
out the purposes of the Federal Nonnuclear EnergTResearch and Deve1"pment
Act of 1974.

Mr. Kenneth L. Cage
Page Four

November 13, 1975
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Mr. Kenneth 1. Cage
Page Two

November 13, 1975

Thus, it is clear that Congress intended that those educational
institutions having technology transfer capability which desire to maintain
patent rights in inventions developed under ERDA contracts should be
permitted to retain such rights so that they may exercise their abilities in
transferring technology.

In Vol. 40,
1975, ERDA added
and Copyrights.
to waivers--

No. 73 of the Federal Register
a new appendix to 41 CFR Part 9
The following statement appears

issued on Tuesday, April
- 9 relating to Patents
in the section rel~ting

15,

"d. Approval of University technology transfer program. Paragraph (11)
of subsection 9(d) of the Federal Nonnuclear Energy R&D Act provides
that in waiver determinations, -consideration should be given to the
extent to which universities have technology transfer"capabilities and
programs approved by the Administrator. Pending the development
of an approval process within ERDA for university capabilities and
programs, consideration may be given to the approval of such programs
of a university [sic] approval by another agency will not meet the
statutory requirement of approval by the Administrator, approval
by other agencies will be relevant information to be considered by the
Administrator."

In spite of the express language of the Bill, the interpretation in the
Conference Report and the statement quoted above from the Federal Register,
ERDA now proposes a new policy and procedure relating to patents, data and
copyrights. Its proposed procedure does" not implement section (d)(ll) of
the Act, although the proposed policy notes the fact. that nonprofit
educational institutions with technology transfer capabilities 'may have
their programs approved by the Administrator.

It appears from the proposed procedure that the Administrator intends
to impose on nonprofit educational institutions·not only the requireme"t
that they have an approved program for technology transfer but the further
requirement that all other criteria noted in the legislation be met by the
institution. This is totally inconsistent with the intent of the Congress
to give special treatment to nonprofit educational institutions, in recognition
of the fact that they cannot meet many of the other' criteria.

A solution to this problem has been proposed by the University.Patent
Policy Ad Hoc Subcommittee of the Executive Subcommittee of the Committee
on Government Patent Policy of the Federal Council for Science and
Technology. In July 1975 this Subcommittee issued a Report stating that-e--

A. Creation of university technology transfer capabilities should
be encouraged.

B. Agreements permitting qualified universities to retain title to
inventions would create an incentive to develop uoiversity
technology transfer capabilities.

2.
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Is there any conunent that any member of the panel
wishes to make?

Well, with that4 I want to tnank everyone here,
members of the task force.

The public hearing is adjourned.

(Whereupon, at 5: 35, the hearing was adjourned.)
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I think that is a right determination. I am no,
sure I am responding to your question, but what we are say
ing to you is that in our view, exclusivity in the contractor
is a desirable thing in order to obtain exploitation of
worthwhile inventions.

MR. GOODWIN: I am really asking the question
whether the ERDA patent policy doesn't accomplish in
substance the objective that you have, disregarding the fact
it may put an administrative burden upon the contractor to
obtain this kind of exclusivity and, perhaps, technically
reduoe his enforcement capabilities.

MR. MCKIE: I am not sure I am really competent
to answer your question. I am not that acquainted with the
details of operation of ERDA patent policy so I could actually
answer that question.

MR. GOODWIN: Thank you.

MR. POTEAT: I would like to address a question
toward what kind of royalties under your system, where you
say the exclusive rights reside with the contractor -~ Have
you given thought to where ERDA spends Jll')ney, invention's
are made, title rests with the contractor, in the area of
energy, what kind of royalties would be extracted from the
owners of the patent at that time?

MR. MCKIE: I think I am missing your question,
sir.

MR. POTEAT: When you gave us what you fi!llt was
the best policy, it was one in which exclusive rights were
residing in the contractor with title, with the right to
obtain foreign patents and the right to license. others. You
did not go on to elaborate or discuss the royalties that may
be exacted from the licensing of others.

MR. MCKIE: No, I did not; and I think that is
best left to the normal operation of the marketplace. Royalty
rates vary from case to case, depending upon what is felt by
the parties and what is negotiated by the parties as a
reasonable amount of the royalty.

One of the difficulties in trying to set any kind
of an arbitrary rate, is that it will not match any situation,
let alone all.
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the right to grant licenses to others and the right to
obtain foreign patents. Appropriate safeguards against
non-use could be provided by march-in rights or a require
ment to license other after expiration of a reasonable
period of exclusivity or lack of interest of the contractor
in exploiting the invention.

With the title in the contractor, administrative
burdens of both the government and the contractor will be
minimized. Moreover, independence in enforcement of any
patent rights will be assured.

It is our understanding that a particular matter of
study for this group is the question of what is called
mandatory licensing. APLA feels very strongly that any
provision for mandatory licensing is contrary to the public
interest because it diminishes the incentive to invest and
the incentive to exploit inventions. If the inventor or
his assignee is faced with the possibility that a license
to use his invention can be forced from him by government
fiat, he will have considerably less incentive to make and
publish inventions through the patent system. Moreover,
his incentive to invest the time and money necessary to
exploit his invention commercially will be diminished by
the possiblity that someone not having invested that time
and money will be able to copy the product of his invest-
ment by obtaining a mandatory license. The provision for
a right to exclude provided by a patent is a part of a
pragmatic approach to incentive to invent and incentive to
exploit inventions. These incentives should be maximized
in the public interest. They shoUld not !:Ie emasculated by
mandatory licensing, or by governmental ownership of patent
rights.

As I have said, APLA is most grateful for the
opportunity to appear here and present its views. Thank
you.

MR. DENNY: Thank you, Mr. MeKie.

You make reference to divesting the contractor
of his prior background data rights, patent rights, and the
contractor losing his background patent and data rights.
Requesting the contractor to license both of those for
reasonable royalties only whea it is necessary in order to
practice the results of the contract that ERDA was attempt
inq to get, does that fall within your definition of
divesting or losing?



Since it may be of interest to you to assist in
interpretation of.my remarks, I will state that I am in
the private practice of patent law in Washington, D. C.,
and have been for nearly 25 years, in various firms. I
have been active in the American Patent Law Association
for nearly all of that time, having served as chairman of
several committees, and as an officer or board of managers
member for some nine years.

APLA is governed by a board of managers consist
ing of 22 lawyers from various areas of the united States.
Our board includes corporate and private counsel, as well
as one law professor.

We are most appreciative of the opportunity to
testify today on a subject of extreme importance to our
association and, we think, to this country

The basis of my testimony will be a statement
of general principles which was adopted by the board of
managers of APLA at its regular meeting yesterday,
November 18. I will-not seek to go into detail about
legislation, current or proposed, and certainly not about
rules and regulations. My testimony will deal with policy

.which we think should be adopted for ERDA's efforts, in
the national interest.

A fundamental basis for our position, and what
we think should be ERDA's position, is that the patent
incentive should be employed as an important element of the
efforts to solve our current energy problems. Throughout
the history of this country the opportunity to obtain a
patent has furnished an important incentive to development
of new inventions. This incentive should be preserved in
respect of inventions .within ERDA's field of particular
interest.

The opportunity to patent not only encourages
invention but also encourages exploitation of inventions,
once made. It is notorious that most inventions require
a great deal of work and time before they can be succes
sfully exploited on the commercial market. without the
right to exclude granted by a patent, one seeking to exploit
an invention would be deterred from making the necessary
investment in commercial development of that invention,
because the copyist would be able to come in, without the
investment of the original developer, and take over part or
all of the developer's market.
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technology to the marketplace. Would this threey~ars be
a good number for all technologies, or would it have to
be negotiated on a field-by-field or area-by~area basis?

MR. SPERBER: Later on in my testimony, I was
going to also tell you that for small,business,I would
recommend an initial period of five years for them to
introduce the R and D technology to the marketj)lace. Ahd
if they are successful, give them another fiva years of
an exc~usive license to satisfy the nation's needs for~he

energy solution.

I have picked three years for large corporations
and five years for small business as arbitrary terms to get
them to diligently work towards those deadlines tointro
duce the technology to the marketplace.

I am talking a concept now. Surely, in -the
ERDA provisions there could be a clause providing for an
exception at the discretion of ERDA to extend the three
year period if they felt that the former contractor had
been making an extremely diligent effort, but because of
the technology, he has not-been able to introduce to the
marketplace the technology yet.
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MR. WEINHOLD:
relevance of a three-year
that takes seven or eight
something like that.

I guess I have trouble seeing the
peri-od with some of thl! technology
years to build the first plant~ or

MR. SPERBER: All right. Now you are talking
about -- There is a distinction between prototype production
right in the laboratory of the R and D firm, and gearing up
for full-scale production and perhaps the construction of
plant facilities for full-scale production.

Introducing the invention to the marketplace is,
in my view, still in the prototype phase. 'Three years is
enough to show that they have made something into a
commercial feasible thing that can be introduced to the
marketplace.

Full-scale production; they would have silt
years for it: The seeend three-year peri-<ld to satisy the
needs of the marketplace.

Now, this is just the concept. Maybe the terms
are too short. I don't know.
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personal equities of who should get exclusive rights -
And I know Congress is more interested in commercial
utilization -~ then the logical policy to establish is one
that will encourage the companies with energy expertise
to deal with ERDA and commercialize the discoveries
stemming from ERDA contracts after their completion.

The positive incentive needed for such encourage
ment can't be supplied merely by holding out a lot of
money for R and D demonstration projects involvingnon
exclusive rights. The government should allow contractors
to have exclusive rights with the government retaining a
nonexclusive grant -- without the right to sublicense, as
long as the contractor is diligent in expending money and
effort to convert the work product of the ERDA research,
development or demonstration project into a commercially
feasible energy solution.

One practical way of implementing thIs approach
will now be described briefly in conceptual form.

I am not going to get into details. Large
corporate contractots would be able to exercise an option
at the time of eit.her bidding on the cont.ract or at. t.he t.ime
of ident.ifying an invention or discovery during the contract.,
an option t.o have exclusive right.s on such discoveries
for three years after actual reduction to pract.ice, by which
t.ime they are expected t.o int.roduce t.hese'energy breakthroughs
to t.he market.place.

They would be required to give bi-annual reports
showing t.heir progress and the fact. that. they have not.
abandoned t.heir diligent efforts. If there is no market
int.roduction at the end of t.hree years time while t.hey have
had this exclusive right in the discovery, the government.
could then exercise its opt.ion to make t.he cont.ract~rs'

exclusive license nonexclusive and give one other nonexclusive
license to anot.her promising candidate who, in turn, would be
given three years to introduce t.he energy discovery to.t.he
marketplace before any other nonexclusive licenses are
granted by t.he government.

In this manner, each licensee would be assured
a limited period of t.ime in which competit.ion· could be
limited to.a small group of previous nonexclusive licensees
who have f~led to employ enough diligent effort to effect
commercialization of the discovery.

.~
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compatit~on from other companies as~ing ERDA for a non
exclusive license.

This is the reason why commercial utiliaation
of patents in private industry is five to ten times that
of governmertt patents, and the reason why 7/8 of govern
ment patents are never l±censed at all. If the firm bid
ding on the bio-conversion qontract has already conducted
its own R and ~ in this area of technology, it risks having
its existing patents and trade secrets licensed to its
competitors if an irrevocable waiver is not obtained and
the background rights are required to practice the work
product developed during the contract.

For many established companies in the energy
field the revenues received for a government contract are
only a fraction of the expected commercial benefits to
be derived from background patents, discoveries and trade
secrets. The venture capital decision is a gamble at best,
based upon certain facts from which objective conclusions
can be reached, but in the end, a subjective judgment. A
fundamental factor in this risky decision is first stUdying
the variables. aonexclusive licensing would be just this
type of psychological or irrational, if you will, factor
that would make venture capitalists think twice about
putting mcney into applied R and D.

The avera\Je company or inventor does not care
that exclusive licenses are sometimes granted and not
revoked. The average company does not know that its
backgroundri\Jhts will not be compulsorily licensed. It
only cares about its own particular circumstances, its
innovation, its sweat, its risk, and its money. Thus,
the mere presence of a nonexclusive licensing policy by
ERDA, regardless of how infrequently used it may be, will
become the critical factor in the minds of many venture
capitalists that will cause a high risk venture evolving
from an ERDA contract, to become an unjustified gamble
having too many unknowns that could prevent not merely
a return on the contractor's investment, but also return
of the investment itself.

Conversely, "in the presence of exclusive licensing,
financial bac~ers and top management of government contract
ors will continue the confidence they have exercised in the
past in the energy field while they were funding their own
private research because of their unaltered expectation of
meeting their goals once they have decided to take the risk
of technical, market or patent failure.
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venture capitalist being the degree of competition. Protect
ion against competition serves as the insurance that the
venturer and his capital soueces will recoup the investment,
together with a reasonable profit, should the RandD prove
fruitful. wi thoutsome form of protection, competitors
would immediately copy the inventionaf~er initial marketing
success has been shawn by the eritrepreneur. This would put
him at a financial disadvantage since competitors could
under-price the inventor who must charge enough to recoup
his investment in both the laboratory and marketplace in
addition to his fixed manufacturing costs.

Competition in America is normally minimi~ed or
at least controlled by the new product venturer by the use
of a number of well-known techniques, most of which 'are
only available to the giant corporations that have well
financed aggressive R and D marketing and. distribution
capabilities. It is unfortunate that entrepreneurs, small
businesses, and medium-sized companies have less options
in dealing with competition because our nation must rely
more heavily on them than the giants for our energy
solutions.

It is a fact that moretilan 60 percent of the
major innovations of the 20th century are based oninv9ntions
of individuals and small business. It, therefore, becomes
vital that small business in America be CSiven other. forms
of protection against competition if our country is to have
an adequate supply of energy innovators and financial
backers willing to ga:tnhle on profits from ene.rcsy technolqgy.

The best form of protection for small. business is
patent protection, the limited, exclusive incentive. Trade
secret protection comes in as close second.

How will the proposed policies and procedures of
ERDA on patents and data affect commercialization of energy
R and D? Well, in a nutshell, the proposed ERDA policy is
that the contractor will normally get a nonexclusive license,
the government gets full title and ownership, and the
government will have the right to license third parties on
the patent and trade secret rights conceived and reduced to
practice under and during the course of the contract, as
well as any background rights. necessary for practicing the
work product developed during the contract.

The contractor has the right to apply for a
waiver to obtain a revocable exclusive license, provided it
can persuade ERDA that numerous conditions involving the
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~ c:sc:isicn to e·)~pl(.::y ve.nt'L1J':B capital -by &'"1. outsici,8 fi.r1.ancial backez or

~xtent tPzt ~"'a rollo:·dng condi.t:..:Lo!1.5- eY'..ist.: (1) an existL"'"lg and lJnfuJ.£illed need for· a

"feasibility for satisfy.ing t..~e t1nftilfill€:d,'Ir'~~etneed at a price that is net cost pro-

jiJ.bitive; and (3) the-rre.ar.r.s to appz.upriately price 'the prcduct; or service- so·tbat _it will

be .des:lred :Ly the rca=k2t while at 81a sa."'OO. tin:enam+-.ai1:rln:j a suitable profit .margin befor:

taxes, a, mi.....rdmem satisfc.c-w::"y no! (retm on Lnvestmerrc) t.':i.-c-ughout the venture life cycle

a.ma:xiInurn sa:tisfac-...or:y payreck duracicn, am a rrd..ni.Iriuffi satisfactory-' di.sccunced cash value

of ~~e tow pre-tax net profits to be derivcl fR.!.tl the business' venture Oi,,~ 'an adequatie

life -cycle of a sa·tisfactcr.lnurrb>2r of ·years.

~·rD.ether profit goals are achi.eved depends u.F6n: (I) R&D, start-e.?, and cp

e.rating· e..~~ for successful; plcnning, desigTIing; exp2xi.rnenui.g t buildi-::g,testD'lSI

.P:t:oto~-p.l."cC.ucticn of, -test "marketing, and fil1.ally .full scale manufactura and s<-:tle of

the proauc'c or servicer (2) tile opt;L.,= price/u."'lit ti'.at the prcduct or Badce ,,,m J::e

tii;l1ight for over t.1e cloSB£tsubs-..ii:'.lte 0"'1 the narket: resultir.g in a volume of sales at: such

price level that ,dll prcduce the greatest net e=:mings; and (3) eY.isting or potential

3The rrost carmon m:thods erployed to keep carpetition d= are: (1) a highly

skillful, aggressive, andsuccessfu1., but not predatory, Irerketing strategy; (2) a high

cost; of ent..ry of the selected product/l1'.arket area thereby eli:l'i.nating all potential cern

petitors not having or capable of obtaining equally large financial resources and necessary

facilities and personnel for the venture; (3) a short life cyc.le of the venture sel~ed

for investr.ent due to rapid product cbsol.escence, quick saturation of t.'le target market,
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less it is put-.to use - and pntting an idea to use is a f~r mora cct'colex 'C~ccble..rathen

·b3r.riers to innovation hava worked to discourage and even to j.rrpede tb.e ·f1l1treprCl"leu.r.-z.l

..~ .33.spJxJ.:r....

presses it for 't\'Ihatever zeasons he JIl.ay have, there. is no cause for al.arm, ~'l~:; courts havs

·sham their willingne.ss in. ~"le. past..to refuse in)UIlct..icns against in.fring?.IS ~.,,1:ere ti'Q

public w,?Hare is at sta.~}4 Jlldjd;illy sanctdcned =rpulsor.l licensing pursuant t.'1e

are adequately £,,1fj ]Jed long l:ef=e America is brought to its knees in the ~1iddle Fast.

On the other. hand, enact:n'ent of a carpulsoxy licel1zing statute lray very well. be the. SubtlE

Ilegative incentive t.'lat will prevent tal=rot,,'s entrepreneur fzcm disoovering that nE!'1l'

fom of energy. Who knews? l'hether we. have c:errp.1lso:t:y liceI'.sing legislation oould mean

the difference between war and peace at sore point in time. let I S not worry about l'.rrericc

inventors SUH'ressing their patented solutions to our energy problemS. The first and most

in'portant concern is to disCOV?.r those solutions and soon!
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Th.:is P,3.IX'~ has jt~>::/c. treated. -t.J.),.~ ecC\'lC'..'ci.9 aJ..--gurrr:::nts as 1:.") 'W'hy cC~1""~;J1S0-7 l.i

. cznsfr..-g l;~::)j.slatic:n:; T~ rriattc.:r b-.:/~-r v:cll'.O.t'"'i~;::t::-:d 'ana hci" rarely er.£Qrced, \dJ1. inevitiiliiy

.~~l£:g~iat{011··ar...d~,;r~t' lS l~ £.'1k:.T;?:cBtatlC:1" of <;,;1:'.at Has ·j~nte.rided ~ ·Ol~.,,~~~1r.LCli.ng-.~~at~~:t~?

._.':',Fi.:r:st, let's take 3: Lcok at ·t.t-:te-·issUes £,J.·;JolvEd·.·· "&sctlon' 8 of ~~~~cle r

·~ of -the 'United States" cens±itut..i..on pi.~~7id:es· tha.t . I~ t.re- Cc;lg'L'e5S. sba"'l ·~..2.~e ·potier.... _-~- ~" TO
.. ' . .,.:, t n_ - " _ • _ "_.' •

··.~t~· -tl10 prcgrE:SS of' science ard usefUl' ~~:r' is;" sec.'Ud.rq'· /°fimitL:.d· ti.~.es _to authors
. , ," - . "i-;'- - ....... •..

.The: man

", who .c1:Ca£tcd trus provisic:'l of -the' CoP..stJ.:b.:t-JOX1· \.;ere:-sC?iely.~ter~ted: ~ :p~tir;.g· th~.
- --

.: Pl."O--Jress of scaence ~c1 usefcl. ai:-'Cs' thr?ug.,l-t di_sssrJj,-iticn of tecP.nolcgic2.l prcg-L'ess ~..rlth

- -.- ..
. the dncentave of re;'i:"-:tr"Js to inv~'1.to:t·Sr without- s'f::rings actached ot.~er tl1aI1. t.~ irandace of

.- <.>: ~'-'24-';---:-'
· '·public disclosure of t:J.1.e.~ J.:.'"lveIlticn... _"" .

:This ,consti.t:r.r-..ional provisio~ cces not- .z:e;:u~-e drrvenccrs to use theb: dis~

exclusiva right to use their zespectdve writings and discoveries"? The clraftsmerl did not
... ~ - -. .

;.,;.;.mtto quali..""Ycr :restrict the rewardtoinventO~'dththe re:¢rerrBnt of usebeCaU;e _

they were interested fu a strong incentiva for 1:£>£ sole puzpose of dissemil'la.ting technolo:r.:

upon ~1hich fur'-..her progr",s..<; could l:e nade for tlle general b'...nefit of the country's econory

The reason why the framers of 1:£>.8 Constitution did not restric'c the re'Hal.'d to the con:litior

of use is that a strong ince.'ltive is needed to convince the inventor to disclose his secret

for once it is disclosed, the discoveJ:Y is no longer owned by the inventor unless he has

an exclusive right t.'lereto for a limited period of tilre. This exclusive~g\1r.uest.lle in

ventor's ownership in the property, "hich, as the exclusiva owner for a lil1U.ted J::eriod of

t:iIre, he may or may not =ne..'"CialIy exploit.

-15-
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"PaCauSe businesses ,'Iill rel::( or, :rane secrecy oS O?FOSed to l?at<>.ntprotection for ex-

dudi\'lg eat'P'!tition. \\7itho'~t pate.'!t. protection, there is nc p:.Jblic disclosure, znd it be

ccmes a sirrple watt:er to put a lle'l1pl:'Cduct dev~nt und",x w.caps with rcit.'1er the

goverllllEl1.t nor =rpetitim tr.e wiser (since no patent: will issue describing the br&1k~

through). T'ne reason ,"hy a eatpany would be m:J..'"91ikely to suppress an inve.'ltion tl..at

•is kept: as a traCe' se--..retis clear er.oUgh;fear that the' secret will r.e cracked once ttie

prcduct, is int.."·oduc:ed to the market an::! thet t.'J.ere will be :i.nrred.iate CCJ?Ylllg and sdf£
I· ,

. :Pri6=ccnpetition J:::ef0l.-e the .innovator has had a chance to r~ itSinvestltle.'1t.· In
, ,.
'this situaticll1, e:l.."i:ending t.'J.e life cycle of the existil'lg product being sold by t..'"Je i.-..-.o-

'vator, becar:es an attractive altmtive.

" 1'1J:LL cn-21JISOBY LICENSTI\G REDUCE OR INCREASE Tl-<:'E cosrOE' ENE!i.GY SOLlJI'IONS?

Capitalism and the patent illcentive work hand iri.haJ;d'to increase ccnpe'dtic

,;~ lO'i;e:1- pzices , ccnt...~'to the 'beliets of many c6,;,uls"rY licens:i!igJ.lvC<-..a:l:eS.'" tet' s

.. get. into.then1tty gritty of ti'.e real:,,=ld, forr~liance ons..:;eepingg,;,eral.izations

Will not convince anyone of t.'"Jeir truth.,

First, although ,the new product way be superior, the..~ is always a breakeve....:

" j;oint where the !'.igh price 'of a net~ product will-still rrake the old·ine£ficie.'lt one mre
. - - ; - .. .. . ' . .. ~. . . .

.:desirable to ;"..ick 'r.itho~ p~~.: 'lhus; tre na. product or er.erirfacility TI1l.lSt be

,'reasonably priced inreJ.a.tion to· tr.e eXisting rethods of satisfying the Imir":et. need., "'Ihis
_.'. ~. ..' .". . - .

is especially true in the energy field "here, unlike a consurr.er-oriented market, pro-. ' .
fessionals are teo shrew:l. to make capital exper.ditures that are excessively high in re

":J.ation to Cos.t-benefitiofCon.venticnaJ. apparatus•.
"- .' -:."." ..

SeCond, 'a business venture that zeaps an extremely !'.igh profit derived frcrn

a hig.'J. price coupled with a potentially large market d.."ll"and will encourage potential cam

r;:etitors to divert their R&D funds to the area of the .innovation in the hope of ccming

up "ith net~ technical approaches not infringing the patent rights. Although the pioneer-
, five ten

ing COlq?any my have spent I to / years in research, developrent, and preparation for

production and ccmnarcial intrc:duction of a synthetic fuel, it is amzing how fast t."lls

lead t.ilre can be drastically reduced by a dozen other oCIq?anies, each SPel"'.ding perhaps as

nu:h or more =61 than the inr.ovator in a crash pr03:tam t.'lat has the, benefit of sorting
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failure. l'J:esident Kenned:£ sumred. it UJ? "'eU wTIen he stated that the wc.entives and. ..

protection available in the patent sys+-em that are exClusively affa:cded t.othe a,'ler of

It. pat:ent are the bulwark upon which he can risk ~ting capital. and attract na: capital.

:for deVel.o);:irent of mai:kets fo~ Products, rrarkatabJ.e prcduc"-..s,' the.cons~ctionofP+ants,

the $ployrnent of labor, and increasing ~e'gross national Pro:'!uct.
22

In 'a free mar.T(et envizo"'lrrent Vlhere the patent incentive is intact, the

e::.t:lIJi'etitors in a.""q given indust.."Y or tec:hD.olog-£ will generally invest in It. ·certain amOOnt
-.' '~ '. .;

of re'seaJ:ch' and develq:ment in order' to iJrprcve existing products anki ~te neN prcd-
.' ..' . . / makes .

ucts 1:0 take tho plaCe of the old ones before the carpetition '. the old pro:'!ucts or

"iJrproVeIrents .of the old prciducts obsolete or ur.deSi.:cabl.e in tl"= eyes, oi:.the Il'arketplac:e•
.", .. -. '- -

..:G:i.ven\the fast ~ce Of tec;hr.o1o;Jy t:edayand the accelerat.ed. cost of.R&D per.nei prcduct'
,...... •.. .... '., ....".". ~ - . .. .--;... .. , . -.;"" .

,:~t or newpra:fuct; v-entore, 'tqe car;;>atl'f that has ITiad';"a. breakthrc~h Caiuiot ~f~rd
;:= ae¥y.=jaJj';ati~~of~~~~Ii~merely ~a!1se~~~a;Imike'm:~tillg'pr~~

uct 'SOlete 'Of ~irabler market~ r ,

'i. . lksu4ses tcC.!ly conspkuously avoid the carriage industry syndrm.e. At the

:<tum tl£ the cenOl4Y 'Fha hcirs~n cao:iage 1ir.dust:l:y" i:eii.tt.ted·andiSnoredthe 'entre-.- .. '-'-'" ,.', _. _.. "... .. .... . . _..

..~~.of.·t±i4.tiJre~ ~r..o ·!,c..."e.~ting \4ii:b. aUt=bUes~earri,age:> J'~ bi4 bu.si.-
. .. '. "_ • Ii. . ." . .'., .', :', '. . . . . . .' _... . • ...
ness all'ld the profitaJ;>le f=s 1n that era wereno.t ~ut top:CUlcte·anytl'>..J.Ilg that would .• ,. -'" .. . ..•• :. .... ""1' "
rep~... =i.a.9'es ail.'. the 1==Y,''. 0' . m:Xle Of..trans::orta.·..tion.n, Within a Ji..ewy~.. , the caz-- .l ..•• ., I .,

,=t:.:::;'1:.:r:=~=Jo=:e7 ;::::j=:g~:s:::-
. _. I·'..·· -. ;:. _ .:.:r'""'""'fto"F"" ......-y 0< ""i"".,.. ... !-1""... .

'.' ..... ". '...Of ;~te:cda.'., ~'.".:' 00.so:le$ceIlce....... being....'. the',iver:l. rea:;',.on, OOca'1
se1:',.laloIoi that if. the'y" .. •.. , .," ,:1 . ,-I ..;- .', 'I i " ".' .'

dal't I, ing oo~abe+ertUc1:, their ~torswin. Ifthe:ce .' d of acons~iJ:acy
be.b,'.rIlle!I.Ii ~til=. ti:>.'. s~..'..:,.S' thet1' this.' is.11a job ,far. the anti..... '.t:cust.l:la~, ~t+.ry I
'~. I T!! I I '[ ':' ·ks· l · ., . J'." " . I I I. . " "

liCens' (wh.icjl WOUl,a hurtf· n6nc0nspka'~ a¥ theinal:ion. 's ene:t9Y'g. as!'a whole~ •
., i I '. I: Ii' ··1 . [' 'I' , I: I
~I' '. ; il :: ..' .r i; .I· ;j': ,

.' ' . '!ievenj=ettap!tal.ist'llD.lSt meet! hi.s~i payback and~ Jrife~
"1 .' .. I '.'. ' •. I·' :1"',,'1

goili. ~.. wr+~+~'~t~, narkeT acceptanceqfl!anewt~h
taka Jears., for 1t;!l.e.Jn,;-,.9'~ ~.L..."itiJnand;.' ..' t!Jn:e pa$se$, illQ:easJ.lltore aridlltte~;
:' t '.'~., '-'i,-_'!\ . -r"T-' ! "7r'7.:"''''...'·-''''' "I' "'I '. '.',' I ';. I '" '_

-ll-,_~{ '.
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"greater funds fOJ:' financing e>q;>ansion into the laz;gex' voluma )l'arket sectcrs tiEll: 'diU

- - . ,. -',

l;lJbsequently be l>.it with tenpting prices J.oI..=ed f= initial intrcduction price.

: Since the eatrpU1soz:y licensing prq:osals <ll1, in one form or another, add....-ess

t..'1melves to the situation wiiere the public need f= the invention is not reasomlbl:i' sat

,isfied du,e t9 J:1igh p~ces ths.t cannot; be' afJ;cmied by l!l;l$t that,. have the need, in the

first fel~ years, it is almost in-ovit:able tba~ t.'le innovator's need to recoup his invest-

Irent.as :E.ast as possible in the early years will clash with the risk that theinnova

tion will'be ca:rpulsory licensed to ~titors. This situation becares one =e bar

rier facing the venture capitalist in the enexgy field should ccrnpulsoz:y licensing 1egis

latio.!l be enacted, lI'.oney will either flcM to non-enexgy ventures = tlU11g5 ~d1l be done

-m', secrecy Without reliance on patent p:rotection.

In a Hart-t:rr<a CClllP".llsory licensing statute, J::usinesses, '15Ilall aIjd,large, .":

:'face additional negative 'incentives.' Noton1yq~.;oulda patented rinerrirJ solut1btlbe'siJbject
. -. '. '. ". - .. . ~ - ,

'.to' c:orip.usoz:y licensing, ,but also the- Jmew-hew necessary to 'coirrr~y' ,work the Patent-
... \ . - . . . . .

eo. irlVentio.."l, notldthstanding that it m:i.ght ca:prise trade secrets that have sigriificallt

,v;u.ue to other aspects of the innovator's business.

'If the statutedoeS'not sPeeuicallY.requii:e cCw,;:Emsation tOJ:',the capitiu.':

~ed en research, .deve1qxrent, mar.1(et rntrodud:ion, and l:US~.er: education' ot:1")e ,award:
oj; son-e star.&rd =nina!. royalty such as 5% of the saleS .,dee of eac!lfacillt¥ ~.stali-,

atian or equ!pnant sale is alm::>st a certainty. '.!'he innvoator's venture will have been a

~ure because' its payback, profit, and mr goals, will not be reacIied. '

•A, further disadvaht<l.ge of a ~i'1icensing sta~ in theenex:gyfield'

'1!~:::~::::t: :u!~ ::::!::::~r~ :.±:_'
I I ' . .,' I' ..' ;; . '

cbsiro statute' in the enex:gy fieJ4 wil;l encomge its use whenever elq?edient ,?r convenient

~ +stence f.1 also make it sean lifS the naiand~way QfaVOidin+nf~e-
~ rn' tile ey~ of 'the eneJ:'3Y indQStryi. See.'dng a ~z:y Uc~ could~ the
~ to do and. ccu1d pranote a fluny ¢f litigation as cppose4.tosettlement l:iri al:m'S

: . I :. . .1 , ' j' . .: ,;,'

~~4on as has been doce up ~ new.
i "'. ',. ' •

-9-
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HO'lIeVer, the ixmOV-dtor IlaY n~t use all of ::ne j?atented ';.npJ:'O'{En>'..mt:; inful- .

filling ail of the =ket needs that could be fulfilled thereby. ~e innovator rray aJ,s0

decide that b'1e market is not yet ready to appreciate or utili.ze the discovared break- .

thi-oogh for at least another 5 years.

If <Xillp'.llsozy licensing legislation exists, such inprovanents and bn>akthroug
.•• t-.. " -

nay Wind up .in fh.a ha."lds of oonpetitors after being patented. 'll1e risk of this J1Eppen-

ing would be a negative incentive to minimize prcduct improvement and zesearch activi

ties for developi:'lg second and third generation energy solutions or to keep such activi

tiel1 secret wii:.ho1J.-t reliance on patent protection.

'lhe fallacy that carpulsoty liee."lSing legislation can do very lit'"..e haJ:m to
. . .

anyone other tre..'lthose. ah-vt-.an the statute is aiIred can be illustrated by loo.'ting at the

ciri:urtsten= of the srrall bus.inessmm, also•
. ~. .

TheCOI!;?Ulsoty licensing proposals that have been popular to date generally
. ... . . .' three '.' ., . .' . .... :. .... '.' c. ..... .

illowthe innOvatOr / years a..."ter patent issuance to ·OCllm'.ei:cialize· the .1nve.!ltion prior to
-'.... '. "... - '.. .'~ ,. " ... , .. .-.

subjecting it to. catPulsoty lic~ing•. 1·1any entreprimeuri and s:ia:ll :bJsinesses.~.avethe :

capal:lility of making significant oontributionsin solving our energy problems, but they .

Will not be eble to met Il'.a.rket derand' for their diScOveries right away beCause of limited
.:." .' '. _... ,-" . '. . .

fundS and producti.Cn reso=es. It· is not=. for a half dozen years.to· pass by
:. '. . _.:.." . ~- .,.,: ". . _' . . ." •. . " -. _':.-. ·,1\"',.· . -.

while C<lpital· 'is attracted to finish deve.J.opnsnt and expa."1d the facilities and t1'.en finish
things

all of the many / '.. which'lmlSt: be attended to prior to full-scale production and dis-

tribution. The nxiney men kncM that if·they invest in a high risk energyventllre, they·. .

~t proVide 'sufficienl: capital to carry theprQject for a number of years. If a~

~.~inqs~~~~~e..~ t;.~~~ ll~e ~the energy solution
three . '. .' ". . ...-'.. ' ...

I years after it. was patented because market denand is not being adeql.late.ly 'satisfied by

the ~iness venture, ~ture capital a!ld/~tivenessof small business manag~t to

energy ventures will. surely dry up.

'Even if the small or medium sized bus.iness. does hilve avaiJable the resources

for xapidly expanding to n-eet the re:jUixemants of the national =ket, the pricing facts

:If life in1ndust:xydictate that prices be set hi~ on nar pm:iuctsam~t. There

are several :reasons for this;,



forth k <1e1'a iJ by 'l'anArr.old and W. Brown Y.or-..cn, Jr. . wi:=-n in-dept.'l r1L~n-

ing for specific provi...sions that would. prevent abuse of the canpulsm:y licellSing law.18

For ~tance, legislation would have the safeguard that the patentee has not been able to

~ly satisfy the public need for the invention for at least a /~ pericdand. the

inventionor.~ patented mst I;e Of pr..i.l1'ary :in;?orl:ancein a .9en~ field of en,..

aeavor.·

ECW WILL ENl'.cn1al'1' OF CCt-lPULSORY LIC$NSING REALLY AFITcr E:NE:B,"Y R&D?
'.. . . proponents~. .
The basic premise of the ;. who advocate CCITpulsory licensing in m:d<;>r to

~ out suppression and who feel that such legislation is a logical and practical exten

sion of the case law and the end purpose of the Constitution,is that small and large

businesses alike hava nctlUI'lg to ",Orry aboUt as long as they do not try to suppress an

energy "innovaticn. 'lherefore, .there is really no harm done by having tha canpulso...--y li

.:c;ensing law and si:Arething de""initely to J:e gained if suppressJon does or will exist in

the energy R&D field:

ret's take a leek at the fallacy of thisbasicpremiseof.~oryli

c;ensiIlg advocates ,using the large corporate R&D laboratory as an exaJr!?le.

It is standa....-cl practice for to'le research administrator to investigate a num

ber of different technical approaches in solv'...ng a particular problem or developing a Dell

prcdilct for the taslt.to be performed. It is cmrm to see several para.l1.el inventions

evolved during the researc.'la."ld deve1q:nent .,rocess. At sane point, sate of.theapproache,

willl;e abandonedan;i only the o:mple that have the best chance of satisfying the =ket

need .at a profit will J:e test marXeted.. Finally, a single protot:1iPe will be selected for
, ." .

:full'"5ca1e product:ion aDd market introduction. Eventually even this product.will J:e .im

p%OIIed. after field reports are received on market preferences and technical bugs during

the first year or two.

During this.precess of research, developnent and =mercialization, patent

appliCations are 00J"1l311y filed on sane of the inveni:!ive apprcaches thatarejeventually

abanConed and defjoj tely on the beSt and se=d best. candidates for market~troductibn.
" .

~, one or ll'01:e patent applications will be. filed on the chaZlges made:to.iJlprove
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':the prop::nents of carpulsoJ::{ lics."lSing a~ to apprer-..iate t.lo", vaJ,ue of '

the pate.tlt it'.cezr....ive in pranoting R&D and ne<.... pzcduct; int:rcdu...-tion. 'Illey kncIv I'£!'.... ene...'1lY

:ventures "-C.'1.'t be financed without sane form of protection against copying and neaz

tem COl~tion, and tl1e'I feo..]. tl1atpatent protection is preferr-«l over tl1e altemative

. 0;£ inI:1ust<:41 secrecy.

In fact, c:J:r:pulscry licensing advccates erl'flhasize tl1at rem:w.ing the right

to exclude would.only be in t.'1e most infrequent SituatiCllS, when wa=anted VI tr.e ecananic

evils of St.wression or inadequate supply of an energy innovation very =h needed by

the public.6 To supportt.'1is view, tl1e. trac.'< record-and expe...~ences with other corn;:m1sory

lice.'1Sing laws l:ot.1l abrca:! and in tlili; country are cited.7

. Various legal positions have been set forth to lend credibility and a pur

pose to the logic for cCl!'\PUlsory licensing. First, tl1ere are cases going all ~,e way .

.. back to the 1800' s that are precedents for' ca;puIsory licensing 1'nere' tl1e public h~ti.h

or w-elfare is at stake.BIn.. . City of Milwau.'<ee v. Activated Sludge, Inc., . . the

court held tl1at if nthe injunction OJ:dered VI t.'l.e trial court is,made pemanent,in this

esse, it would clOse the Sel'lage plant, leaving the entire =ntn.In!i.ty without any!rean5 i .
• - - '. ,. • I

for disp:lsal of raw. sewage other thpn running i~ into Lake 11ic!li:gan,tl1erebypop.uting its

waters and endangerm"g tl1e health ahi. lives .of that andoti'.er adjoining ca:rm.mii:ies.,,~
.'. ,1' "I'!

LikeWise, in Vitzmin Techr.ologists .v. wisconsin~umni Research FotlI'.datic., , t."-ecourti re-
I _ I ,; _ I .

tusedto enforce a pate.'lt Joecailse 'lit is tl1e PCl# people sufferj,.;.g with rickets whocbn-

stitute the principal narket for k"ee'S mJrOPOlized processes and Products. nl O f
": . 1." :. I· .

. At: the present tille, u.s.~ on the-~ nations and otbers in 'f:!1e worlfd for /ful-'
.. filJ.ing Our energy needs is a ~t to the na4m's welfare arxit def~e.It~ PO ~onger

I.!; " . . - I !

practical to rely on c=rts not to 1grant injun~ on a case--!Jy-case basis fOr the
I • I. I

:imnediateal1d widespread use of enkgy soluticn$. .
." • I' .

;' j , II. I I I

second, there are thpse who also teel tl1at legis~tion is neeCedl to pr$vent

the court$ fmngoing ~boaJ:d in( arasculatin~ the patent gran~.' In !loe·v. *ton.~ailY
I . ;.' I . 1··1, .

1ldvertiser Corp., the o:lurt conc],Uded. that graflting an injunctJ.on against infj:ingen+nt
w·" "I. . I : ! ,',

would not'be of any advantage to ~ plaintiffs;, "except to~ ;1 se:6:iaren#.nll
. :1 i!

-3- :



~ end prcduct desired by Congress is readily available la.....priczdsolu

tiO!1S to our E!l'!ergy I'l:cblens. ~ end result is attainable only after carm,,-rcic..li.zati.cn
,

of the most p=ising of many different i:echr'.o1cgi=J. epproaches and :i.njlovaticns in tr.e

~ field. Thezreans by ~lj-oj_cll' this eiid'reS'cit can beac.>iieirea in th~ fasiest p:sSible

=1& is none other than geed old-fashiorle<i research and developrellt cbnpetiti.cn an:mg
I

finns within t.'le e.'!e:i.--gyindustl:y. If hnndzeds of small businesses and 'doze.'lS of major
, I

corporations are all enthusiastically b:ying to develop their am tecruiologica1 solutions

to our er=gy goals, ~Iith each of said :fi1:ms illP:ro;r;..ng upon the innovations and efforts

of others and hop:L-.g to be the first toprese.'1t the public or ERDA with a =1nercially

, feasible breaht'lrough, tl'le!l this is the ideal atrrospheze fer e."l;edit:i.n9- energy ir.dspendencE
. i '

,What is the ideal combination of incentives to rrotivate R&D cp;;etition
I ,.. .

within the energy indusb:y? The basic mtivations for bt:dgetlng R&D ~or ~tures in any

indust..ry are well established; the priIte incentive being a satisfactc1:y EOI.+

If the ]?:lte.'ltial rate of return on investment is high enqugh, tl)e entre-
. : i

preneur will take a reasonable gartble with his or his backer's capitaf. ~,k..."Y to de-
I j ,

Cision-moking here is what is a reasonable gczrble. The r:isk that EOIiobjectives rrey not

be reached is d-.<>pendent on three funda!r.ental factors, the mostilll;;:or1:imt," in the mind

of the venture capitalist, refug the deg:ree of c:axp:tition.2

Now we get into the venture cspitalists' IDe.'ltality. Pl:ol:ection a':jc..U1St

culj;etition serves as the insurnncethat the venturer and his capital sources will re-

<nlP the investme.'lt toget:!=\ \>i.tha reasonable profit should the res~ end deVercP

ment prove fruitful. l.ithout sma f= of protecticn, ca;;:et:itors ~uld imrildiately

CXlP.Y the innovaticn after technical fe{iSibility end initial, mar.'<etint success has been

shol.n by the entrspreneur. This would put the'Jellturer at a financi.j11 disadvantag-e sdnce
I '

the c;anpetitors I..-ould be able to underprice t;lle imlov<itcr, who IlUSt fharge enough to

recoup his subst;antial pioDeering invest:m=ntin l:oth the.laf=l=y am tl1el marketplace,

jn aqdition to his fixed~gccst.
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M~, PERMER; It is our position that handling it
by the reg~lations would be satisfactory. If you would like
to have the Act amended, that would be ~ine, too.

MR. PENNY; One of the problems, when you solve
one problem you get ,into another, Our six months was
created as the result of all government agencies trying to
help oontraotors by having the same set of regulations and
time limits, This six months you will find in the FPRs.
It is one of the things we thought was a problem to the
contractors. There was an attempt to get it uniform through
out the government.

But you are saying we have a uniform problem now.

MR. DERMER; The problem is the same.

MR. DENNY; Thank you very muoh, Mr. Dermer. We
appreciate it.

Is Mr. Sperber here?

MR. SPERBER; Yes, I am.

Good aftel::"noon, gentlemen. My name is
Philip Sperber. I am counsel and an officer of the Cavtron
Corporation, and I am an Officer and direotor of the
Ultrasonic Industry Association.

However, the views that I am going to express
today are personal, based upon my experience as a lawyer
and businessman in industry.

A couple of weeks ago I submitted a20-or so
page statement on whether mandatory licensing is desirable
in the n0nl'luolearenergyfield, and SUbsequently, I received
a call and was invited to come down to perhaps summarize
that statement and subject myself to questions.

It is a very complex area, and I feel that sinoe
you do have this lengthy statement from me, that we can
better make use Of our time by allowing lIIe to apply the
concepts of my statement on mandatory lioensing to the
speoific proposed policies of ERDA on patents, data and
copyrights. So, with your indulgence, I would like to do
this. Then you can question me on either issue, either
mandatory licen.sin.g or my views on ERDA'S patent aJ'ld data
pOlicies.

(The complete statement follows.l
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government won't w~t the qata, h~t might want Y9~ to licen$e
third partie$ which might be a little hit different.

Someone mentioned we are not going to he the
U$er of rn~ch of thi$ non~n~clear technology o~rselve$, $0
our re~lation$ were intended to provide for that pO$$ihility,
too.

Earlier I wa$ talking abo~t on page 7 of yo~r

tes~mony. "Views have been expre$sed by some 1cl.wyers in
government to the effect that even tho~gh a contract is
negotiated between ERDA and the contractor, and exec~ted

by a~thorized officers of both, negotiated patent data
terms and conditions on the contract are still s~ject to
j~dicial review p~r$uant to the language in the ERDA Act
or the Atomic Energy Act."

r
MR. DERMER: I wa$ referring, in that section

I apologize. I did comment on jUdicial review. I was
referring there to a determination at the out$et of the
contract that a given invention is a background invention.
Absent the matter of fraud, if a determination is made
during the contracting stage, it should.be lived up to
by both parties. A contractor then enters a contract with
knowledge that one of his inventions is deemed a background
invention, rather than a s~seq~ent review perhaps under
Section 152 of the Atomic Energy Act, to the effec~ that
it may not meet the statutory standard, but is a
negotiated resolution of this question during contract
stage.

MR. DENNY: I see , Doe$ the panel have any other
questions?

MR. BLASEY: I have sort of a two-part question.
Does westinghouse have a policy now for the time required
from conception of an invention to reporting it to manage
ment?

And the second, if ERDA was to accept your
propo$al in that area, wo~ld it be appropriate to
estahli$h a time whichi$, as I haVe descrihed, from
conception of idea to reporting?

MR. DERMER: We have noestahlished internal
time period within which we inst~ct o~r inventors to .
submit disclosures. Our encouragement system is something
we use for our own invention$, a$ well as government
contract inventions. we feel that we should not have a



think we have focused on that, probably not to theeJl:tent
that I am sure we will now.

I might adO. one point. One of the reasons why
we changed the past langua<,Je for licensing third parties
from upon request of the third party to upon request of
ERDA was the foreign company issue, with the idea that it
is very likely that if a domestic company was doing an
appropriate job there would be no need for a request from
a foreign company.

However, I am sure you suggest we put that in
there a little more directly.

On your comment about foreign licensing, I
assume you were talking about the title, licensing of
foreign government.

MR. DERMER: A waiver of foreign rights can
frequently be subject to a reservation of rights to foreign
governments •

450

MR. DENNY: You are right.
regulations, a positive ERDA decision
made before that could be. applicable.
accurate.

Okay. In the
would have to be

I hope that is

MR. DERMER: It is our view that consideration
by the U. S. Government toward the cross-licensing of
foreign governments in those countries where the electric
utilities are owned by the government should be done only
under very stringent standards.

MR. DENNY: We don't have our standards labelled,
but a positive decision would have to be made under our
regulations, first,

MR. DERMER: Yes, I am aware.

MR. DENNY: One of the reasons lam relatively
delighted with section 9 myself was the response to your
comment about court challenge. With the suits that have
been instituted against the government for various decisions
on eJl:cluseve licensing and granting of waivers, I believe
in our legislation it is definitely put to rest. It
states that the decision on waiver is in the Administrator.

In the conference report it states that hearings
are not required in order to 0.0 this. At least I believe
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1. The~e is no technical o~ economically
available sUbstitute for the excepted item.

2. The excepted lt~m is deemed necessary for
the effective implementation of the agency's prog~am and.

3, The contractor has the right to appeal the
question of necessity of licensing to the highest levels
of the agency, and that determination will bind the con
tractor.

It is sUbmitted that the latter category of
proprietary information has withstood the test of time and
is a practical resolution of the requirements of the govern
ment, the national interest, and the contractor's private
position. It is recommended that either the ERDA Act or
regulations be amended to permit specifically the use of
terms and conditions respecting proprietary information
that I have just mentioned.

I feel compelled to comment on just one addi
tional aspect of the ERDA regulations relating to the time
limits for reporting inventions, for requesting waivers
and for the institution of fo~feiture procedures.

The ERDA Act calls for the reporting of
inventions "promptly.· The proposed regulations call for
reporting of inventions within ·six months of the conception
or the first actual reduction to practice." Westinghouse
has continuously exerted sUbstantial effort to ensure that
government contract inventions are promptly sUbmitted and
reported.

Certain of our facilities employ full-time
patent liaison personnel whose primary function is to
ensure compliance with our cont~actural commitments created
by our government contracts. Westinghouse also employs an
internal award system to reward inventors through monetary
payments for the sUbmission of invention disclosures that
are worthy of patent protection.

Despite these efforts, it is clear to us that
Westinghouse will not be able to comply with the reporting
requirements called for by the proposed Re~ulations in most
cases. It should be noted in this-respect that Westin~house's

record for promptly reporting inventions has been acknowledged,
albeit informally, by several government offices as being
among the best in the industry.
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technol09Y withoqt 9J.vJ.n9 mandatory access to privately
owned forei9n patents, We find no basis for extendin9
mandatory licensin9 re~lations to the forei9n arena in
any act of Con9ress or under the re9ulations of any 90vern~

mental agency. The 90vernment has no compellin9 need for
such a requirement, which only functions to reduce the
value of a contractor's commercial assets which were develo
ped at private expense.

It is important to emphasize that we are
addressin9 privately funded assets of the contractor.
We stron9ly urge that if mandatory licensin9 is retained
in the proposed :ERDA re9ulations with respect to back~

9round patents, it should be limited to licensin9 of united
States patents.

We note that the proposed re9ulations provide for
the licensin9 of forei<;Jn 90vernments under fore9round patents
and data pursuant to a treaty or a9reement between the forei9n
90vernment and the United States 90vernment or an agency
thereof. It must be reco9nized that in the electric power
area, certain forei<;Jn governments own the electric utilities.
Examples of such 90vernment ownership are Italy, France,
En9land and Sweden. For the United States 90vernmeut to
license the foreign 90vernment in a country where the
electric utilities are an arm of government is in effect
the licensing of the entire market in that country to use
the fruits of United States government funded technology.
A foreign manufacturer in that country receives United
States government funded technical data under the united
States Freedom of Information Act and its customer, the
government-owned utility, under the proposed regulations,
would in addition have a patent license to insulate it
from adversely owned patent ri9hts.

In order to give American industry an advantage
in competin9 in those foreign markets by virtue of the
investment of united States tax dollars in the ERDA program,
we strongly urge that licensin9 of foreign governments under
patents obtained from ERDA programs be entered into by the
United States only when the most urgent needs of the United
States are fulfilled by such licensin9 programs.

Another area of the law that we believe requires
clarification relates to patent and data contract terms and
conditions that are ne90tiated by contractor and ERDA
personnel.
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We pe1ieve thpt ou~ patent sy~tem is successful
pecause it functions in the fo11owing manner;

M~. "A" b~ings a' new design of a ci~cuit p~eake~

to the market afte~ fi1ing patent applications to p~otect it.
Competitor$ nBn and "e" begin to lose sales because. thei~
custome~ is imp~essed with "A'" s new design. "B" and "cn
look at "A"'s patent protection and design new and Lmpzoved
ci~cuit breake~s of their own -,., hopefully avoiding "An, S

patents. .

As 01'. An.cker...,J.ohnson indicated in her testimony
in the House ~nergy Bill hearings in February, 1974, invention
is a step-by-step process --the opening of successive doors.
The net result -- new and constantly improved products -- a
lead in technology for the U. S.

What will compulsory licensing do for us? In
our opinion, the stifling of invention is what it will do
for us. Under a compulsorY licensing system, "B" and "C"
copy "A'" s design with the knowledge that no injunction
can issue against them and that, at the worst, they can
have a license on reasonable terms. This assumes that "A"
bothered to improve his product in the first place.

If we must have compUlsory licensing of background
patents, it is our opinon that such licensing must be
confined to U. S. patents under the exceptional circumstances
set forth in the proposed ERDA regulations and, thus, not
include foreign patents as is set forth in the proposed
ERDA regulations.

No one to date has noted that the proposed ERDA
regulation define a background patent to include not only
domestic patents but foreign patents as well. It is in
this area that Westinghouse asserts that the ERDA regula
tions have exceeded the intent of the Act, especially
Section Sb(ll of the ERDA Act, and have gone entirely too
far.

It is well known in business circles that
American companies have extremely difficult times competing
in today'a fo~eign marketp1aces. Our successes in such
foreign markets occur mainly where the American companies
are technologically ahead of their foreign counterparts.
This technological lead is normally based upon a strong
patent pO$ition in the countries in question and results
in sub$tantial entries on the .plus side of the united States
balance of payments . ledger•



frequent~y happens, smal~ business is interested in getting
into new areas, ~arge businesses re~uctant~y so.

That is a~l.

MR. HI~~; So you wou~d justify the two-tiered
system, then, on the f~exibility and speed of reaction that
you think sma~~ business has?

MR. SCHE~LIN: That is correct, yes, sir.

MR. EDEN: Where large firms have no intention of
uti~izing their inventions, a sma~~ business wou~d get the
rights?

MR. SCHELLIN: That is correct.

MR. EDEN: If a sma~~ firm had an invention and
had no intention of commercializing it, would you al~ow a
large firm to come it?

MR, SCHELLIN: Yes. I don't differentiate on the
contractors being small or big in that regard.

MR, DENNY: Thank you very much.

MR. SCHELLIN: Thank you.
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4:00.
minute

MR.
I think
break.

DENNY: It is now about five minutes after
it might be appropriate to take about a ten-

We will reconvene at 4: l5.

(Recess. )

MR. DENNY: Our next speaker is Mr. Dermer, who
is a patent attorney with Westinghouse Electric Company.

Mr. Dermer, glad to have you here.

MR. DERMER: Thank you.

My name is Zigmund Dermer. I am a member of the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation Patent Department.

On behalf of Westinghouse Electric Corporation, I
should like to express our appreciation for the opportunity
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MR. SCHELLIN; It depends on tile relative market
and control over it.

For instance, the Anderson Company, for example,
is a relatively small company. As you may know it makes
the Anderson Company windshield wiper blades. ANCO is the
trademark they operate under.

That is considered a large business because they
control a larga portion of the market. Yet employee-wise
they are quite small.

I can tell you only of three or four companies
that make windshield wiper blades. Just look at the rubber
inserts.

So this is important, too, as far as S~A is
concerned.

MR. EDEN:
but nevertheless is a
though?

A firm can be considered quite large,
small business by SB~ definition,

MR. SCHELLIN: Not by small business. But the
query, saying very few companies would be excluded, this
may be true.

If you look at the fact that we are living in
an oligopoly and the large businesses are few in number
but are in major control of the economy.

MR. EDEN: If our sole concern were utilization
of the R and D results, should we still have a two-tiered
approach? Would you still justify making a distinction
between a large and small company if utilization were the
only objective?

MR. SCHELLIN: On the basis that small business is
innovative, I would say yes, we should begin with a two-tier
utilization -- waiver rights, wllatever you are talking about,
a two~tier government patent policy.

MR. EDEN: In other words, with. utilization being
the only criterion on which we made decisions, we would give
patents to the small firms, or exolusive licenses, but deny
them to the large firms? Is that your answer?

MR. SCHELLIN: You are giving it to a qualified
small business, say, to the detriment of a large business, if
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licensed thi~d pa~ty would lie if he has shown that he meets
the test of use unde~ the fi~st ~ecommendation whethe~ o~

not the thi~d pa~ty is small o~ big business, o~ unless
demonstrated by the ERDA licensed thi~d pa~ty that the
p~actice of the invention constitutes a mate~ial necessity
to the benefit of the pUblic.

5. We ~ecommend that ERDA have b~oad gene~al

statuto~y autho~ity to pu~chase o~ license patent ~ights

which may be the backg~ound patents of a cont~acto~ o~ may
be the patents of a thi~d pa~ty.

We also ~ecommend that ERDA be given autho~ity

to settle inf~ingement claims administ~atively out of any
available funds. Concomitantly with the latter, ERDA should
promulgate informal procedures for administering patent
claims to insure fair, prompt, and equitable treatment of
claimants.

Of course, overall coordination of administrative
claims procedures shoUld be assigned to the Government Patent
Policy Review Board, recommendation number 3 in the above,
to achieve prompt and equitable settlement of claims.

6. we believe that the present various statutes
allocating to the government all rights to the information
or data resulting from its contracts should be repealed,
and there should be enacted, in their stead, a uniform data
policy setting forth b~oad statutory principles governing
the allocation of such rights.

This uniform policy should (a) prOVide for uniform
concepts for all government contracts, defining the technical
data and protectable technical data and prescribing the
government's and the contractor's rights in each type of
data; (b) proVide fo~ uniform handling of p~oposals and
rest~ict thei~ use fo~ evaluation whethe~ or not such p~opo

sals contain rest~ictive ma~kings; (c) permit contractors to
obtain adequate copyright p~otection in foreground data when
such copyrights will be an incentive to achieve commerciali
zation or the publicat.ion and dissemination objectives of
ERDA.

7. Specific statutory prov1s1ons should be
enacted to give the owners of background data, a judicial
~emedy for compensation when such data is misused by ERDA,
provided such data has been submitted to ERDA with proper
restrictions on its use or disclosure.
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It is to us ridicUlous for the government to assume
that because it pic~s up the cost of only one-tenth of the
cost of innovation, someone would be willing to spend the
rest to bring an untried product to an untried market with
out a degree of exclusivity.

Having in the foregoing stated that it is essen
tial to maintain a climate for· small business because of our
belief of the philosophic concept of liberal capitalism, we
must now state that just as NSB and NPC has proffered the
concept of a two-tier government policy at other hearings at
other times on many issues including taxes, NSB and NPC also
recommend a two-tier government patent policy.

Just as there are set-asides for small business
as defined by the Small Business Administration, there must
also be a policy of set-asides to licensing small business
only, for patent royalties if found desirable. Such licens
ing must have some attribute of exclusivity for a period of
time which need not be the entire life of the patent. The
license granted may encompass a field of use or may be limited
geographically.

There are many who would urge against exclusive
licenses for any time period to anyone, small business o:t
big business. Such people feel that what all of the tax
payers paid for should belong to all. What is overlooked
is that research performed by the private sector is also
partly financed by other taxpayers in a way, as such costs
are usually tax-deductible, so the taxpayer winds up
absorbing the costs for a major portion of research anyway.

1. We therefore recommend that legislation be
enacted to make entirely clear the authority of ERDA to give
cognizance to a two-tier government patent policy. This
would be accomplished by giving ERDA the authority to waive
rights amounting to a grant to a contractor of a non-exclusive
royalty free license up to exclusive license for a reasonable
royalty fO:t a period less than the life of the patents with
a :tight to sue.

Furthe:t, that qualified small business be given
special preference who mayor may not be the contractor in
acquiring an exclusive license, which may be for a field of
use or geographic, for a reasonable royalty for a period
of time less than the life of the patents with a right to
sue.



entreprene~ri~l aspect and spitit.
the large corporation will never be
innovation as its tiny competitors.

B~t even at its best,
as enth~siastic abo~t
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It has a huge investment in existing products and
proced~res that it wo~ld prefer not to write off too quickly.
It usually makes more economic sense for it to seek incre
mental improvements in productivity rather than to concentrate
on a new product that mayor may not work. Its vast internal
bureaucracy is always, to some extent, a conspiracy against
innovation.

We at NSB and NPC believe and talk about liberal
capitalism. We are referring specifically about a political
economic system in which small business is given the opportu
nity not only to survive, but to prosper. If the Soviet
Union were, tomorrow, to permit their major nationalized
industries to sell shares to the public, in order to raise
capital, it would not involve any grand reformation of their
system. On the other hand, if they gave entreprenurial
freedom to small business, it most certainly would.

Now, turning to patents, it is known that under
lying the patent system are three fundamental assumptions.
First, it is believed that the patent system promotes the
making of inventions.

Second, it is believed that the patent system
provides the necessary incentives to develop inventions
commercially once they are made.

Finally, it is believed that the public disclosure
required by the patent law promotes scientific and technologi
cal knowledge.

It should readily be apparent that of these three
assumed benefits, only one would appear to be significantly
affected by ERDA patent policy. Public disclosure of inven
tions made under government contracts can take place under
the contract terms no matter what policy is chosen.

The effect of the incentive to invent would also
appear minor since the government, in p~ying for research
and development work, has supplied much of the incentive for
invention. In addition, there are many other motivations
than the present system which lead to invention.
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I am here as a member of the Eoard of Trustees
of the National Small Business ~ssociation, a Washinston
based organization with more than 40,000 members and affili
ates throuShout ~~e United States. My function with the
National Small Business Association is to keep them informed
and abreast of matters that affect the intellectual property
interests of the membership.

I am also here on'behalft of the National Patent
Council of which I am the Executive Vice-President. This
orsanization has as its membership individuals and senerally
smaller companies who are the owners of patent rishts.

For the reason of the diversity of economic
interests involved in the membership of the National Small
Business Association, and the National Patent Council,
this statement as well as the other matters with which we
are concerned is necessarily of general import. That is
to say that we do not deal in this testimony with special
considerations or developments that concern one industry
only.

Such matters are best left to the voices and
interests of the traditional trade associations, each of
whom are expert in their own area.

As a prelude to our recommendations, we at NSB
and NPC are continually dismayed and chagrined at how little
interest there apparently exists in the condition of small
business in the United States today. BiS business is in
the limelight to such a degree, and is in the center for such
passionate debate, pro and con, that the smaller business
is an invisible figure not taken into account or reckoned
with.

further.
explains

Please bear with us as we develop our thesis
We believe it is necessary as what we say now

our recommendations.

We would indeed agree with the textbook authors
that big. business may be designated ~quasi-public~

institutions. We must in all fairness state that big
business is certainly far more important today economically
and politically than it ever was. Economically, because
the over-all health of the economy in terms of investment,
economic growth, employment, hinges very much on the health,
or lack thereof, of big business. This also affects
thousands of suppliers to big business.
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I think the rea~ answer is that we need to
worry about; such a thing. We are p~eased to license it
to get maximum revenue.

MR. GOODWIN: I notice you are concerned about the
delay involved in negotiating waivers. I am wondering if you
have any suggestions as to how that might be accelerated or
decreased.

MR. HAUGHEY: Oh, yes.

DR. SMITH: I think it would be he~pful to have
a finite, fair~y small set of options that are worked out
so that each case doesn't have to be hand~ed on an indivi
dual basis. I. think that may be part of the learning pro
cess as we begin to do business with you.

If there are some b~anket arrangements that can
be assigned for broad classes of contracts, that would be
very he~pful. Actually, we :run into no difficulty at all
in negotiating license patent policy under the terms and
conditions of the Defense Department. We find their
arrangements quite acceptable. I suspect that some part
of the delay and the time it takes to negotiate an ERDA
contract is due to the fact that we are in an early stage
of the formulation of policy and practice.

MR. DENNY: I would like to welcome to the panel
Mr. Poteat.

MR. POTEAT: In your prepared text, you said
broad royalty rights to ERDA are required in our contracts.
We are talking about a nonexclusive license for research,
demonstration and development.

Would you care to comment on that in regard to
your statement of a broad background right to ERDA?

Secondly, with regard to third parties, what is
required is a license, background license to responsible
parties, and the term "reasonable under the circumstances."

I would like you to comment with regard to that
part of your statement.

DR. SMITH: I think what is called for here is
some flexibility. That is the point we made earlier.
Perhaps my prepared statement isa little strong.



MR. ~P~N; We heard y~rtuallythe same thing
from General ~lectric this morning.

Does this seem to be the patent licensing
poliQY of larger firms generally?

MR. HAUGHEY; I think that is true. We have
less need for exclusivity. We can compete.

I think it is not out of order to say we are a
fairly large organization. We anticipate this year about
$1.3 billion worth of sales. Nearly one-half of that is
Rand D work.

We have about 9000 members of technical staff
throughout the company. We are a fairly large operation
in high technology.

MR. ~DEN; Would you agree with the view,
therefore, that complusory licensing constitutes the
greatest disadvantage to the small- or medium~s~zed

companies?

If the larger companies have an open-door
policy, compulsory licensing can't hurt them at all.

MR. HAUGHEY; I th~nk that is true. It can't
hurt us as much as a small company. With us it is a
procedural matter of. negotiating something we are already
willing to negotiate.

It is just a matter of getting the job over with
and making a reasonable profit on the technology we spent
so much to develop.

MR. EOON: There are several reasons why you
might have arrived at a policy of liberal licensing.
First, you may decide that you are not vulnerable to
competition from licensees of the patents that you hold.

MR. HAUGHEY: May I ask what you mean when you
say, "You are not vulnerable"?

Sometime ago I was part of a decision to accept
a patent indemnity for an $86 million commercial contract
where maximum liability WaS the total cost of the contract
of $86 m.illion.
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on tne courts against someone wno is inclined to infringe
first and negotiate later, you nave destroyed our opportu
nity for a licensing negotiation, or at least very seriously
disturbed it.

MR. DENNY: Tne comment was made that as far as
licensing is concerned, the contractor would prefer to nave
the first option to supply the marketplace. Concerning our
background clause, in essence, on of the objections I have
heard to it is that it's up to us to decide what we would
have. This is a step in that direction.

You mentioned the contractor would like to have
fore1gn rights as a first option. I would just comment
that foreign rights that are set for.th in the statute ano
regulations which you may nave, if we don't file, is not
considered a waiver.

Someone asked me earlier, that is one of the
reasons for all the complicated provisions attached to it,
because it is not considered a waiver. The possibility of
asking for that first option in foreign rights is available
under waiver possibility. So that is an approach to that.
As you say, whether or not we work tnese tnings out depends
on botn of us.

Any questions from the panel?

DR. FUMICH: I just have a kidding comment. I
just want to say if we can deal with the Hughes Company,
we can deal with anybody.

DR. SMITH: As far as our business is concerned,
we are like anYbody else. We are a profit-making, taxpaying
organization. We try to be competitive.

MR. WEINHOLD: You made comments about your
not doing a lot of business in the energy area now and you
hope to, depending upon the incentive.

What are you saying about the past regulations
and stuff like that?

Has it been patent regulations and things like
that that have kept you out of the energy business, or
has it just been otherwise not seeing a particular market
potential or profit?
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At thE! very I;le,stf the deJ.~y means tll~t it t~kE!s

a whilE! QE!fox-e you get on with the job. ';rhat is bad. At
the wox-st it may mean th~t you have 'to dismantle ~ tE!~ of
scientist$ and engineex-s because you just don't have any
means of suppox-ting them dux-ing the pex-iodof negotiation.
Vex-y possibly, if some of the eax-liex- toptcs we have touched
upon ax-e px-opex-ly x-esolved,it won't take so long to ax-x-ive
at suitable tex-ms and conditions. But I think it is vex-y
impo:t"tant if at all possible to be able to expedite the
negotiation of these contx-acts.

I have not listed contractox- ownex-ship offoregx-ound
patent x-ights as a px-imary concex-n. As the people fx-om
Genex-al Electric mentioned this mox-ning, it is too eax-ly fox-
us to see llow well the waiver poliey will work. We will be
quite happy to give it a try. It would be nice to have
foreground title, but! don't know if it is really neces-
sary. We will take a wait and see attitude on that.

Another point that has been touched upon is the
matter of our own ability to use data that is generated in
the oourse of a contract for our own purposes. It does look
like the proposed regulations take care of that matter
satisfaotorily.

In conclusion, we are most eoncezned about the
protection of Qur backgx-ound patent rights and data; and we
ux-ge that thepoliey allow easy vesting of foreign patent
rights in the oont+actor. We vigorouslY oppose mandatory
licensing and we hope that policy and practice can be
developed to allow expeditious negotiation of the contract
terms and conditions.

The Hughes Aircraft Company has a good deal to
o£fer here, and I think the job of getting on with develop
ing new enex-gy alternatives is a very important one. I
would like to see us more involved. I think if the inoentives
were improved a bit, we would very likely plunge right in.

Thank you.

MR. DENNY: You mentioned disbanding research
te~s. A friend of mine was working with Hughes and was
on such a team that was disbanded. It was not the goveX"n
ment's fault, however. It was yours. It was on the lunar
lander, and the produot you p.roducedwas so suocessful we
didn't need the backup systems that had been planned for and
broke up youx- te~ early.
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The purpose of the present hearing, as I understand
it, is to determine hoW' well. the policy anQ regulations are
accomplishing the balancing job of providing incentives for
industry on the one hand, versus protecting the public
interest on the other. It is our view that the incentive
end of that balance needs to be strengthened. There are
many scientists in my laboratories and throughout the
company who would love to work on energy problems. Frankly,
we have had to discourage them somewhat because we do not
see where we will be able to profitably invest the company
resources to obtain an adequate return for that investment.
I think the trend as I detect it through the course of
these hearings is in the right direction. I hope it does
work out that way.

For the remainder of my time, I would like to
concentrate on four specific topics, the first one being
background patents and data; the second, foreign patent
rights; the third, mandatory licensing; and the fourth
topic, (which is a little different), the time and energy
it takes to negotiate acceptable terms and conditions with
ERD~ to do a job.

You have heard many times yesterday and today
about the problem of background patents and data. In
practically every negotiation we have had with ERDA we have
gone round and round on this issue. In our experience, the
tendency is for the ERDA organization to ask for very broad,
far-reaching background rights,although over a period of
time it may be possible to negotiate something that is
acceptable. We have one particular example I might relate
as a kind of case history.

We have developed a new proprietary high power
electric switch over the last decade or so. We have spent
several million dollars to bring this switch along. It
turns out as we talk with people in the various ERDA
laboratories around the country and also with some people
who are working in the fusion game abroad, that it may
be possible to apply this switch to help solve some diffiCUlt
switching problems in nuclear fusion research.

So we haVe tried to come together to develop a
subcontract with one of the ERDA-sponsored organizations to
apply the teChnoJ,ogl( we have in this area. Frankly, it's
been very difficult. We have a gOOd patent position. The
primary product is going to be used in the electric utility
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We I;le:u.~ye our ma,:r;kElt f.n'st~ eM pest serve tne
public interest Py mainta,ining thEl historic function of the
patent system Md tnfJ traClitional roles of governmElnt and
industry in the functioning of that system in connection
with government contracts. .

~hMk you for your consideration. Sob Teeter and
I wil.1 bEl nappy to Mswer any questions you might have.

MR. DENNY: Thank you. I hope, as I have heard
several times during tnese hearings, the fear of tnere not
be a waiving, the fear of giving up data rights, or the fear
of this or the fear of that, will not discourage industry
under this new set of reulations from at least giving us
a try. We are, in fact, here trying to do a. little bit of
a balancing act. We want to encourage industry to cooperate
with us. There is a real concern on the part of some members
of Congress that technology might be suppressed and misused.
Tnis perhaps has caused Us to add in some insurance, or as
a previous speaker referred to it, castration, where the
need might not be af.l f.ltrong.

For example, OUr background patent clause haf.l
been iClentifieCl as something whi.ch may cause a problem. I
nope you will read tnat very carefully. That clause was
very carefully drawn.

If I may paraphrase it in nonlegal language, I
think it says, if you have technology that is necessary in
the energy field, then we will ask you to license for
reasonable royalties. Beyond that, I think it does not
become involved. That is what we are hoping to establish.
Under our new data policies, we have tried a little bit
different approach. And please do not hesitatet6 submit
proposals to ERDA because of that data policy.

I think generally what that f.lays is, number one,
we don't want your proprietary data as a general rule. If
you have some tnat should be involved, let us know. Then
we will decide whether or not we think it is necessary. I
think this is a legitimate job for ERDA. If we feel the
program mission· needs certain data, then we need certain
data. All I hope we can expect to give industry isbefore~

hand notice: "This is what we need. This is what we do
not need."

Then you can make up your mind whether you want
the contract or not. I have seen several contracting
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QQntract. ';I,'~is meana that contractors most cll.paJ;>le of
contributing constructively to the energy Rand D pro
gr~s may be deterred, and in some casell disllull.ded from
participating, because of obligatory licensing provisions.
Such provisionll may not permit a rell.sonable profit or
royalty, when government funding of further development
is appropriate.

The stated objective of ERDA's patent policy is
to provide an incentive function to stimulate commercial
industrial development in energy fields, and in doing so
to protect the pUblic interest.

Industry conducts R and D to develop superior
products or to develop more productive less costly processes.
The purpose of this R and D is to obtain an advantage in the
marketplace. The advantage is lost when. it must be shared
without an adequate consideration.

To support ERDA's mission, contracts with industry
for development of energy saving alternatives are desirable.
Alcoa and others like us are most interested in obtaining
ERDA funds to conduct R and D in those areas where we have
competence. However, these areas of competence, in Alcoa's
case, for ex~ple, have been our business success since
the company's founding. Our background knowledge in these
areas is invaluable. We do not believe it equitable to
relinquish this to the government and all our competitors
in return for contract support alone.

The ideas for investigation of energy-saving
alternatives in industry will largely come from the
companies in each industry -- after all, they are the
experts in their field. In order for ERDA to be succes
sful, these companies must then use those ideas which are
successfully developed. The products of ERDA'sR and D
progr~s will not be used by ERDA, but by industry in the
marketplace for the benefit of the public. I think this
is a key point. It is a departure from the way the Depart
ment of Defense and NASA operate their patent policies.
They use the products that they fund R and D for.

To enhance the early application of these suc
cessful developments -- to reduce the R and D to practice
and save energy -- the i~centive of awarding title to the
corporate contractor should be the rule, not the exception.
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justified it, It i~ me~e~y that the p~esent ERDA policy
makes no mention of it. I would just assume that this will
be the same p~actice that has gone on befo~e and will be
carried over into the new policy.

MR. GOODWnl: Are you saying there are no
situations under which the government should attempt to
obtain patent rights to inventions developed unde~ its
contracts in connection with the ERDA field of ope~ations?

MR. TABIN: We were taling about ERDA taking
title here. What are you referring to here?

MR. GOODWIN: I am trying to find out just how
far you carry your view that patent ~ights in the hands
of the government have no potential for thegove~ment

getting commercial utilization of the ~atent rights.

MR. TABIN: ThlOl government is not a commercial
entity. I mean, it fostered the development of a specific
area. It .can fund money for basic research. Somehow, it
must get these rights transferrlOld over to industry aome
way so that industry can carry thlOlm forward. These rights
could be transferred on a nonexclusive or excluseve basis.

All we are saying is that in certain situations,
nonexclusive rights are all that is required. In certain
situations where a small company may not be willing to put
in the risk capital, an exclusive license may be required.

In certain situations, certain rights which are
developed should be licensed on a nonexclusive basis,
irrevocably, In other situations, it should be revocable.
I say the system must have a certain f!lOlXibility to take
care of various situations and various needs.

I think one has to look at the objective which
you are seeking and try to frame a policy which meets that
objective.

MR. GOODWIN: In effect, You are stating that in
some situations, at least, the government should acquire patent
rights?

MR. 'rABIN: Certainly. I have never said anything
to the contrary.

MR. DENN):: Thank you very mUch.
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MR. ~AaI~; YOU h~ve to remember ~nother thing.
~hat is an invention which was made by that company, not
1:lY someone else. It is his own invention. He is working
on a particular system, he has made an invention. It may
be important for him in the future. He doesn' t know. You
are saying the government should be able to withdraw it. I
think that is wrong.

MR. EDE~: I recognize the difficulty, both
equitably and otherwise. My objective is to expand utili
zation. I am suggesting that your solution is an impediment
to that objective.

MR. ~AB~: I quarrel with that.. As I say, I
think it is very inequitable in anY event. I say that.
company, having made that tremendous investment, deserves
to have that, if you want, in his hip pocket. in t.he event
it is needed in his development of the system.

I think if he goes out, drops development of the
system, you have a different situat.ion.

MR. DENNY: Further questions?

MR. RI~ZMANN: Mr. Tabin, could you briefly de
scribe the ownership of General Atomic?

MR. TAB~: Yes. General Atomic presently -
General Atomic Company is a partnership which is 50 percent
owned by Gulf Oil Corporation and 50 percent owned by Royal
Dutch Shell.

MR. RITZMANN: In your statement you say "ERDA
should protect prime contractors by seeing that subcont.ractors
include such provisions as may be necessary t.o assure that
results of the work of the subcontract.ors are available to
P. S. cont.ractors, their affiliates and licensees."

Do you also mean through U. S. affiliates and
U. S. licencees?

MR. TAB~: I mean both n, S. and foreign. I
have indicated earlier, the only way a U. S. contractor can
exploit his technology in certain countries is by way of
either licensing or by minority posit.ions in foreign compa
nies. ~ormally, U. S. companies involved wit.h advanced
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risking tnat m~cn. And I CAn't see ~~~ t~king away tneir
rignts in tnis area, makingtlle license .,..,. canceling their
license in ordert,o foster some Periplleral ~tilization of
the invention. They CAn still do that, as I say, in other
Helds of use ,

They can give an excl~sive license to a small
company tnat wants to develop that for some specific p~rpose.

MR. EDEN: Presumably yo~ are asking for a change
in the stat~te which wo~ld have the effect of providing in
every case that the license granted to tne contractor would
be irrevocable for his partic~lar field of ~se.

Tne diffic~lty to wnicn this gives rise is that
it precludes an excl~sive licensing program later; whetner
it is a small firm or a large firm makes little difference.
If a prospective licensee perceives tnat he nas a potential
competitor in GE or some otner firm, wo~ld he then take tnat
excl~sive license, p~t in nis capital, develop the invention
to tne point of marketability, knowing that GE co~ld step
in at anY'moment?

MR. TMIN: Xo~ are, trying to tell me that there
is one specific invention GE needs and they are not going to
risk tneir h~dreds of millions ofciollars in developing
it ~less they nave excl~sive rights in tnat invention.

I don't agree.

Ma. EDEN: No. ~here are 26,000 Plltents that
already exist. Witn respect to virt~ally all of tnese, a
nonexcl~sive irrevocable license is retained by some
contractor.

Before we can attempt, to licensetnese excl~sivelY,

we are going to nave to revoke the existing nonexclusive
license.

MR. TABIN: Yo~ are going to have to weigh yo~r

priorities and wnat yo~ w~t, whetner yo~ are interested in
developing new ways to ~tUize o~r energy so~rces, or yo~

are interesteCl in some other p~rpose.

I tnink tne primary p~pose of ERDA is to develop
new ways for ~tilization a,f o~r energy sources. I tnink
there should be noimpeCliments in that direction.
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justi1:iceat.ion for it.. 'l'here is noneeq for it. It seems
to me eany inroads you make on our own system downgrades
the system.

I for one don't see the reeason for doing so. As
I nave seaid, there are remedies in the remote situations where
the government has to act in the public good.

MR. DENNY: Do other members have questions?

M~. RI'l'~~N: Following theat a little bit, do you
think t.he existence of a compulsory licensing provision heas
~een a det.errent to performing research eand development in
a field even though it heas not. been used?

MR. 'l'ABIN: It heas not been a deterrent t.o Genereal
Atomic Company. I cean tell you whether it has been" deter
rent. to some ot.her compeanies, smaller ones.

On the other hand, as I seay, the inventor who
makes an invention that is important to the neationeal good
will cQmmercialb", it, will utilize it., will license it for
his betterment. He is going t.o try and exploit. that. every
possible way he c~. 'l'here is no known cease of eany. situa
tion where he has made an invention and blocked industry,
blocked the invention from coming to the public.

Certainly, if you have ean invention eand you license
that invention, YQU deter others from inventing, somebody
said leap frogging, from making better inventions or improving
the technology. That in itself is detrimental. If one c~

point to any specific good thCit would be good by compulsory
licensing, I m.ight agree, ch~ge my views. But I can I t see
anY,

DR. FUM];CR: 'l'he Office of COCil Research is fund
ing a coal reflEia;-chproject with you for some time now. What
is your reaction and what. is your opinion regarding whether
the proposed ERDA policy Oompares favorably with the Offioe
of Coeal REisearc);l pCitent policy that was at the time under the
DepCirtment of Interior?

I am just curious,

MR.• 'l'ABIN: I think the pres(:lntERPA policy is
p;-obablv an improvement.
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other governmental agell.c;l.sli. J:ts llIl\Ildate, to m*e the. patent
poJ,icy· of ~RDA (ilonform,to tb,e eXte.ntpoli!sible, with the
patent .policy of other agencies, iii! not thatcolllPelling.
~b.ere are examples of oVerreaching sqggest in the proPosed
rule".

For example, the examination o:f reQord$ provitsion
Which is designed to perm;l.t ElRDA to identi:fy subject inven...
~ions, actually goes far beyond wb,at is neQelisary and even
beyond what would be perm;l.tted by way ofdisc:overy ;l.n the
cour~s fOr liuch a purpose.

Thank you.

~R,. DENN~: Thank yoq.

AS we b,ad d;l.scqssed before, we are interested in
your cOllllllents aboqt ac~q;l.ring rights t~ the ;l.nventions of
the subQontractorli.Again,as J:llIentioned to you, those were
first developed by tb,ePepartlllent of Defense and ArllIed Forces
Pro.cureJllent R.eg1i!lations, a,tthe request of industry.

J: only llIention that to ;l.dentify. that thj,s ;l.s a
many-faceted problem a,rea,.

~esterday we had telit;l.mony, J:th;l.nk, by Mr. SnYder,
who made a COlll!llent that n1i!Qlear energy was only five percent
of the. energy now produced in the Un;l.ted States. I think
in the c:ontex't in w!liClh he made the COll\1llElnt there was an
implicatioll. that this iUight ha,ve been because o:f AElC's patent
poJ,icy •

~Oq made iUention at the beginning of your testi...
IlIOny about the problems of 1\Uie inves1;JUent and safety, long
lead times.

Would YOq like to QOlll!llent as to t1\e effect AElC's
patent policy might have had on the c:ommercialization of
n1i!Qlear energy?

MR. TAB:m: I would say t.h.at the policyitlllelf
has had little or no effeClt other than the amount of funding
put in by the AEC. It t*es an enormOUlll burden of money to
develoJ;> new sYllltems. Ithil\lt we have been :faced with a,
chang;l.ng eQonomic situation Which hali vastly altered varioUlll
predictionlJ in the development of syllltem$.
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a contractor in connection with ~~pcontract~ which it le1:.$
in the cour~e oftb.eperfotlllan,ce of a government contract.
It is (llear tb.at a Qontractor ~ho\lld not use it~ a,pilit,y to
award i:l1~bcon1:.ra(lt$ as. economic leverage to acquire right~

for it~elf in the invention$ resulting from a ~ubcont,ract.

~Owever, One mu~t keep in mind tb.a purpo~e of th4\!
sl.l.!Jcontract, and ERDA shoUld protect prime contractors by
seeing that subcontracts include $uch provi$ion$ a$ may be
nece$sary to a$sure that tb.e re$ult$ of the work of the $ub
(lontracts are availaPle to U. S. contractors, their affili
ates and licensee$.

For e1l;8lIlple, a contractor such as General Atomic
ComPanY, who is using its best efforts to develop a new
power system, often fiAds that a part~cular sl.l.!Jta$k which is
necessary for tb.e developmep,t r&ay best be done by an outside
organi~a~on. Accord~ngly, it engages a subcontractor for
perfo:r:mancE! of tb.e specific tasle desired. The objective is
to develop a ~mall linlc in the over~~ll system being developed
bYtb.e contractor.

l!;ach l.inle in tb.e $y$tem is of equal importance to
th'" contractor in attaj,n:i.ng it$ over-aU objl>lct:i.ve. ::I;t is
important; to tb.e C,Qntr'l(~tor tb.at tb.e re$1J,lts of the subcontract
work I:le mll.dlil avaUaille toit forl1lvalua tion and use , The
bene fit$of this $ul:lcont,J:act wqrk must a:bo be made available
to the contractor's liCen$6"'S and affiliates.

AS indicated earlier, t,hl>l only way a U. S.
companY can ~ter certain foreignmarket$ is by either
licen$ing it$ technology Qr taking a minority·po$ition in
a foreign company•. HoWever,1JIlder the u$ual foreign rights
accorded to a $ubcOntrac~or, the $ubcontractor would not be
required to make the invention available to the foreign
licen$ees or affiliatell oftb.e prime contractor.

Clearly in this ca$e, the U. S. prime contractor
should be protected and considered, if you will, as a third
partly benefioiary' to the contract betweenERD./l and the sub
contractor. Thl$ can be accompl~shed ~y li;ROA'$obtaining a
$uita,ple oollUl\itmeni;< from.. the. $l.l.bcontractor which would a$$Ure
tb.at the bendits re$u1.ting from the work under the ~ul:l

contraot would be madeavatla,ple either py the nle of equ1p"
mEll1t Cl~ py a. 1i.cenElEl to the contractor,it~ affiliatEl.l!!. and
li,cel1see$.,both inthel1nited fltates and a,proad.
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~seelt.tng.a, pa,1.'ttc~lA;r component llUCl).. all a,
Sa,ffllty dfllvil.'le for a. $.yst~, a,'beat llnte14, a steam geJlera,tor
design, a, new fuel eleJ1lant design, flit cetera,. One is li:l:ely
to oonsi~er vari~us alternative concepts. and-eventually llelect
for the first major effQrt that concept which appears most
promilring. The other concepts whtch arEil not pursuEild at that
point are not dropped. If they are worthwhile, they a,re
maintained as l.la,'*up Qevices; for economic emanges which
make the llelecteQ llYstem less dellirable, et cetera.

Not only arE! the dgh,ts to /l.ll of 1ts inventtons.
neede4 by the cOnt;l;"/!'Ctor,bUt, alSo );)e its l1c;ensees. It would
be mUCh more Qi£ficult £9;1;" a company to makE! licensing
arnn<;Jementl\ if. the lic;enlileesgid not have tile benefit of
~p;Loring all conc:;epts considered by the ;Licensor.

:I;t m1ght be ar<;Jued that tll4il foregoing considera
tions wiJ,l I:!e talten int,l) acc;o~t by ~RPA in llandltng any
request, ma,QE! bya qontr/l.cil;or for an irrevocable l.iceJlse~ Our
answ4ilr'ts that 1n our limited e~4ilrienc;e-todatewtthERDA'1il
pOltey, parttc~larly in the re<;[uirem4ilnt that!:Ae justification
be similar to that of a waiv4ilr, 1.t,. would appear that this is
not the case Or if it is, put,llon the qontractor a very large
burden whicn is not necessarY.

unders'tanCl~ng1:hEil desj,rEil of the ~overnm.ent to have
the pubUe ob.tain tneben4ilfj,ta qt;new tecnnology .developed
under government funds, W4il sugg4ilst tha,t cOntra,ctors be per
mitted to retai.n anirrevQcaJ:)le licenll4il'l.lp.d4ilr inventions
develoJjled bY its employeesU11Qer gl)v4ilrp.meIit qontracts, but
i.n o;l;"der to lla,tisfy other considera,ti011s0f the gove~nt,
limit4ild to tAe spectfic fi.eld of use t11 wnj,~ the government
contract and the contractor's program i.s directed.

~he license grant.Q WOuld ber4ilvocable in other
f:l.4illqs Of USe. FOr example, thE! irtevoqab;Le ld.cens.4il could
be limit,ed ~ use in qonnectto11 with ht~bteIl\PeraturegaS
qooled reactors, faSt g!ls,cOoled J;eactors, et cetera,
depl;lndin<;J on .thEL tYP~ ofwQrk involVed.

Tb~ proposE!dpo~i9Y st~~es th~t w~ere necessarY
to praQtt9~ the reSUlts of 9QVe;rnment fin~c;eQ contract
work, tAG IJoVerp,mant may acq\l,ire~e d,ghi; t«;) direct. 1!qens'
~ng of a contractor's backgroQndpat$nts to t!1sure-reasonable
P1W·~iq ~va:tJ,ab:t:t.ity and accessibi.lit,y. WiLththat. broad
l3t.atement we h",ve nO Cl\l,arrel.
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A patentee ~~oqld PEl entttled to OQtaint~e ~~e

reward. bYllleal\~_ 01; liQeMiM a~ he woqldotb.erwi.~emake by
personally exp;J.oiting the patent, in the QQqr~eof which the
reward to the inventor is generally equated to the benefit
w~ichhe provtde~ the p\ll):L±c.

T~e reward to the patentee i~ one of t~e problem
area~ in compqlsorylioensing, sinCe there is no fair way of
setting the royalties ~der oompulso~ licensing. Compulsory
licensing i~ qsed in ~ome foreign Qo~tries, and some refer
enQe~as been made to t~at, most being designed to bring new
indq~tryinto t~e QQ~try, w~ich purposedoe~ not exist in
the United states.

We can ~ee no other bellefi,t from suc~forei9l'l

compql~ol:Y l,icen~ing Practices. If one looks at the foreign
QomPul~ory PraQtices one fillds it is reallY not necessary,
t~at it ts very little used except in the one instance Which
I indiQated in order to encourage com.pal\ies to start new
bul'line~ses wi.thin that co~try. .

WQat isc;J.ear i~ that the united States pre
eminei1>tly b in thE! forefront ill advances in technOlOgy.
$I.\ch adVal\ce~ haVe been !lIade!llore rl».pidly in the United
States where oompulsorylicensing provisions do not exi~t.

Under the proposed patent policy, title to
invention~ Q.eveloped ~der government contraQt~ vests in the
United States, qnle~s t~e Administrator waive~ all or any
part of these rig~t~. Under appropriate situation~, and
when requested bY the cO!lt.ractor, )l:RJ)A says it will con~.i4er

waiving of patent rights either at t~e time of contracting
or. qpOn the rePorting Of aI\ identified invention.

~ere tl1e government tal£es title to an invention
arisin9 out ofthe.perfo~ance of work by a contractor, the
Qontractor retains a revoc~le non-exQlu~ive paid-up licen~e

wit!} the right to grants\Il)licenses of the same seope al\d
revoc.able ~der the s.ame term~ and Qondition~.

A cOntraQtor in ~peoial oircumstanoe~ may reque~t

an irrevocable li.c.enlle by ~~mitting a written rElque~t with
l».ppropriat;e justification to the contracting officer. From
our eXPerianQe in the. impl,e!llantaticm: ofthi~ proposed Pol1oy,
the reqUElllt foranir!:li)voeable UQ$nSe ll\~t follow the same
basi.e fom All a request fora. waiver althou9h it may be
granted qnder altned condition!!. .
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fQ1J,ow it\ o;rde;r tQ ear;lQ" .Ql.lt; ~e pu;rpoll!es \')f ~e Momic;
EP,ergy Ac;t~d j;Jl.fa F~dl\\;ral NQIl~~l.le:l,~aX':l1lne:r:9'Y Re.searc:haM
Development Act of 1974. We reali:l!e that agX'eat deal of
woX'k has gone into the development ()f the p;rop\')sad patant
PQUoy by E.RPA., with tha ai;4 of the intera9'ency tallk fQrce.,
wi;th the intent of accomplishing the mission set o~t t()r
li:RDA. by Congress and, at the SaI\le time, attempting as tar
all! pOllsible to bring the pate~t poJ,icy ot li:RPA into cQntorm
i ty with 1:.1\at of o1:he;r agenQJ.es.

:J;.ooki,ng at thE! ov~:!:" ...all po:I.icy, we believe that
ERDA. h,as, in 1:.1\emain, done anexcelJ,ent job i,n talting ~nto

aooO\1l\1:. the nee4s ofindl.lSt;ry,parti;cl.lla:!:"lY big indl.lst;ry.
Roweve:!:", therea:!:"e a feW IIpeoi;ic;areall in Wh,ic;h problems
ell;ist whic;h we would like to dillC:l.lSl!. . . .

AJ,thQ.ugh ERPA's prop0l'!ed pattl,llt policy doe!!! not
m~e any re;t\\rence to C0tnPl.lJ.s0PrJ.ioendng, we unde;rSt~d

that thil! is p:!:"esently unCler condcieration. As we ara all
aware, OOnlpul!!!Or.y J.icenlling is il\cJ,l.lCledi,n the Atomic li:nergy
Aot Qt 1954 and 1;n th.e Clean Air Act ot 1970.

~his ql.lestion Qf extending al.ltho:!:"ity tor compl.ll
so;ry licensing tQ the Oth.er areas has been l.lnder dil'!cussion
to:!:" lI\anY yea:!:"s with0l.lt ;resol1:jtion. T~ereal quelilti~ to be
answereCl at this til\\El ill whethe:!:"s1:jCh legislation is neCes~

sa;ry in Qrde:!:" to Qar;ry 0l.lt thePU;rposes ot the Feden;!. Non
nl.lclear Energy Research and D",velopment Ac;t ot 1974. We
believe not.

101",011, of wh,at I .ClIl\ going to saY nas been. repeateCl
manifold by othe;r spealters, bl.lt pe;rnapsit i,s wor1:.ll repeti
tion.

No specHic pat.ents~tuati,onwh,EiJ;'E! comp\\lso;ry
lioendn"l' ill n.eeded hal'! bE!.en idllil\tgie,d. Witllol.lt that, no
medtoriQl.ls eJ,aill\ ofreaJ, need tOJ;'IiIl.l.ch· al.lthQrity can be
advanc;ed. one h,ea;rs thl'l a:r!l'l.JmE!nt 1:.1\at, even i,t onE! c;anJj.ot
toresetil a speciUc;neea tl:)rC;QmJjll.'llIilQJi¥ ··l>lc;enliling, tb,til:l=e is
no harm in inC;l\\4!ng a C;Onlpulllo;ry lipensiJj.gprovi,si,QIl as
insurance againl'!tthe rel'!!Qte POSlilibility th,at a oompany
obtainS a patent; Which bl09ks tbe in<1~stry, and that ~9 l:\a:l':lll
will refl~t, flQ lo~g afl fI~tfioi$~t flaf$9'~ards ~re i~ql~deCl,
s~Qll, as tl\e r$q~iremlln,ts Qf. ~eCltil$sity, l.lnavailabiUty (If tl\lll
inventiQnt(lJjlot~t;iAl J,idti!lnflee$, ~oJ;'eason4ble alternat~ve
means for 4c;l\ievi~9 thctresl.'llts, and 2:'eduction ot competition
exi;$·ts ,et c",te2:'a.
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AS mos~ o~ you know, is h$AVily involved in t~$ development
of vArious Adv~ced reActor systems, including high temperA
ture gas-cooled power reactors, a fast gas-cooled reactor,
a gas-cooled di~ect cycle steam turbine reactor system, and
a HTGR coal gasification system.

In addition, General Atomic is working on various
other sys~ems for the utiliza~ion o~ sources o~ energy
including. systems utilizing solar energy and the~onuclear

energy. In the development of these systems, as in other
areas of advanced technology, such as new types of aircraft,
space exploration., et cetera, the cost of development of new
systems is beyond the financial capability of even the largest
of corporations in the private sector.

This has resulted ina cooperative effort between
the government and industry in ~~development of such
advanced technology, and, in the energy field, has led to the
establishment of ERDA, whol;e primary mssion is to assist in
the development and ultimate utilization of various sources
o~ energy.

Congress has recognezed that the development of
better and cheaper energy will benefit the pub.licand help
to maintain this nation as a preeminent force in the world.
~eitheJ;" the governmElnt nor industry can do this job alone,
but together they can provide a framework for ultimate success
in this Objective.

we have looked at ERDA's proposed patent policy to
see whether it properly takes into account the interest of
industry as well al; the government and will result in the
objectives I;ought. TO properly appraiSe our comments on the
proposed policy, You should be aware of certain facts.

Gompanies involved in the development and market
ing of commercial nuolear reactors are each heavily committed
in the industry in terms of money and financial risk.
Eno~ous sums have been spent b1 the large companies involved
in this area. Thel;e oompaniel; are subject to the vagaries
of the nucleAr industry, including changing ~icensing and
safety regulations, extended development and construction
periods, et oetera. .

In order to prove out a new concept or design,
(lne may have to spend large sums in the oonstruction of large...
scale equipment and run such equipment through extended test
ing; or, in the. ease of nuolearfuel, one. maY have. to irradiate



We will adjourn now until 2:00.

(Whereupon, the hearing in the above-entitled
matter recessed at 12:45 p.m. to reconvene at 2:00 p.m.
the same day.)
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p~actical engineering apP~Qach than a ba~ic ~e~ea~ch apP~Qach,

the way they app~oach the problem.

I wonde~ if you would have any comment~ on how
you would foresee an Institutional ~atent Agreement applied
to an agency such as ERDA which will have basic and applied
~esearch, development, and demonstration, rather than the
agencies that have their mission in basic research.

MR. BREMER; I think you can look at it from
this standpoint. If you have in mind that ERDA's approach
is going to be to functionalize the fusion reaction, that
is ve~ ba~ic. I don't think, as a matter of fact, that
anyone, because of the public interest in this situation,
is going to get any dominant position at all. I think the
same probablY applies to energy storage, if that energy
storage is accomplished in the ve~ substantial amounts
that it must be.

However, there are many inventions that can be
made even though the nature of the grant or contract tends
to be basic where, in order to get the results of that
program into public use for the actual benefit of the
public other inventions have to be made. A good example
of that would be in the situation where you would have,
let •s say, c~ogenic energy storage. You have to have a
COnverter to put the energy into storage and to take it
out. (We have already had disclosures of means to do that.)
Those are the kinds of inventions that would find their way
into the commercial sector and possibly for other uses as
well.

I think you have to look at the total picture
and not just the basic "how do we generate the energy
itself," but rather "how do we generate it and translate
it into public ~." I think it encompasses:many,many
areas of discipline.

MR. RAWICZ; I guess what I was coming to is
that suppose ERDA in its mission decides to find better
ways to generate energy from coal? And its mission was
not just to do the basic research and development, but
even establish demonstration plants to show that this can
be done on a co~rcial level.

Getting away f~om what NASA does, getting more
towards t~ing to shOW a commercialization of the tech~

nology we are developing, I wonder how the patent policy,
say at the university, doing the basic resea~ch, would
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as is done through NTIS. If we have people that are willing
to accept those non-exclusive licenses, and diligently work
in the area and fulfill the public's needs, we will not
license other people unless they are in fact willing to
enter into the same kind of development program or unless
the public's needs aren't fulfilled.

In other words, it becomes a limited non-exclusLve
in a sense.

MR. EDEN: It is clear from the figures we have
heard thus far that universities do a much better job of
getting technology transferred to indUStry than the govern
ment does.

The government has less than five percent of
its portfolio under license, whereas universities have
between a third and a half. There are,two reasons:

First, universities have staff people who ae
attempting to license whereas the government. does it ery
passively.

exclusive
trying to
reasons.

Second, universities are in a positi n
licenses whereas the government is ~6t.

assign some quantitative index ~o those

to offer
Iam

two

Am I correct in understanding you to say that
the ability of universities to offer exclusive licenses is
a very, very small portion of the reason for their success?

MR. BREMER: No, I think you have to categorize
that a little bit. The ability to offer an exclusive license
may be of paramount importance. Whether you have to ofter
one is another point. As tar as statt is concerned, we
operate with three people in our licensing area currently.
We are still able to handle the number ot inventions that
we do per year.

MR. EDEN: That is two more than the Department
ot Commerce has.

MR. RAWICZ: Anybody else?

MR. Wli1INHOLD: You mentioned a great deal ot
statistics were were very impressive. I wonder what frac
tion of thatwo~d be sort ot lite scienoes or things not
direotly applicable to energy, and what might be llIO;I;e the



field in pa~ticula~ have had inventive concepts and whe~e

WARP has al~eady filed patent applicatio~s p~io~ to thei~

~eceiving any fede~al funding, a~e looking fo~ othe~

sou~ces of funds, p~eferably f~om the private secto~, o~

from the utility secto~, ~athe~ than working throqgh ERPA
because of the potential impact that they see: First,
in the background rights pictu~e and, seconda~ily, in
the so-called contamination of the total package.

MR. DENNY: That wasn't exactly what I was
driving at. I think I unde~stood you~ testimony to be
that when you we~e working unde~ g~ants o~ cont~acts

with HEW you~ invention disclosu~e ~ate was low fo~ the
Institutional Patent Ag~eement.

MR. BREMER: Yes.

MR. DENNY: And the~eafter your disclosu~e ~ate

was high, both unde~ government suppo~t.

MR. BREMER: Yes.

MR. DENNY: What is it, just the reluctance of
the invento~s?

MR. BREMER:. Yes, it is the reluctance of the
invento~s. When the IPAs came in and We could establish
a flow patte~n to the handling of the inventions where
the Foundation, in ou~ case, did most of the wo~k and
people in the Unive~sity administ~ation also did some of
the wo~k. Once that became known, the invento~swere

much less reluctant to say that an invention had been
made. The tendency before that time had actually been
to take the easiest way and say no inventions had been
made du~ing the cou~se of the g~ant o~ cont~act.

MR. DENNY: Thank you.

MR. EDEN: I may not have hea~d you~ figures
correctly, but I gather that you~ outstanding licenses
we~e all on a non-exclusive basis; is that co~rect?

MR. BREMER: I should qualify that. We gene~ally

try to license on a non-exclusive basis if we can. It pe~

mits us to ~etain ou~ options. Thus, in case of potential
infringement, we have retained the option.to offer a license
on reasonable terms.
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AS anothe:l:' aspect of this university situation,
and I recall M:I:'. Rawicz's comment about thet:l:'avel monies,
let me translate for you some of the activities of the
association between W~ and the University of Wisconsin.
Since that association began in 1925, WARF has had some 40
inventions which have been licensed and Which have produced
net royalty income, some very small, some very large. Of
those 40 inventions, 14 have produced between $10,000 and
$100,000 each; nine have produced between $100,000 and
$1 million each; and three have p:l:'oduced more than $1 million
each. Those 40 inventions were culled f:l:'om 1,500-plus,
disclosures which were brought to WARF and from which came
about 360 patent applications and 240 issued j?atents, We
have roughly between 70 and 100 disclosu:l:'es still under
conside:l:'ation and, as I mentioned ea:l:'lier, get new ones
at the rate of 60 to 70 per year.

Currently, the pending U. s. unexpired patents
which we administer total somewhere between 275 and 300.
These patents represent in reality about 165 licensable
areas of technology, since, as I mentioned before, the
licensable technology is represented by more than one
patent in a number)of cases.

Using those figures asa base, only about one
out of every 40 disclosures considered for patenting and
administration during WARF's lifetime have ultimately pro
duced some income. The rate of failure is traditionally
high in this kind of operation, We have done one other
thing in :l:'elation to tAis which I think you may find inter
esting. We have taken the income gene:l:'ated by each of those
40 licensed inventions and have tried to translate that via
the roYalty income into estimated sales which the licensees
had to make to generate that royalty income. The results
of that ~anslation are these: four of the inventions
represent $1.5 billion in sales; nine inventions represent
$80 million in sales; 19 represent $2Q million in sales;
and eight represent $1.5 million in sales.

Keep in mind that is only a single universitY's
impact. That can be multipU,ed by the universitY communi
ties throughout this country to the point Where the effect
upon the economy will be evident, and I should also add
that the effect upon the balance of payt!1ents, whicn haSn't
been suggested here before, is substantial. I beU,eve there
is a Licensing Executive's Society Report that estimates
some $2 billiorl in flQW of fundsf:rom licensing operations
outside of this countX")' back irlto the country.



The risk is greatly reduoed by the oertainty that the ~ro

duot is commercially fea~ible and ~erha~s acce~table to
the public, for that. has already been proven by the inno
vating oo~pany. Currently, Institutional Patent Agreements
which we have with the Department of HEW ana the National
Science Foundation contain provisions which am~ly protect
against inactivity by an invention management group via
the march-in rights claUSe. That olause also protects
the public interest in the event of collusive arrange
ments which would tend to concentrate market power with
anyone or a small group of licensees.

It must be firmlY kept in mind that in almost
every case where a university-made invention is concerned,
development of the invention, and this includes market
development, is an absolute necessity. Unless ERDA or
another agency itself plans to do such aevelopment, a
licensing arrangement is called for Which will encourage
investment of private funds. .

The real issue is, then, who can do a better job
of transferring the technology, the government through its
agencies, or the university through its own use, or through
other assooiated groups? In accordance with the proposed
regulations, the burden is now completely on the university
communities to demonstrate their technology transfer oapa
bility.
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I believe we can fairly ask the question at
this point whether ERDA or any other agency's capability
in transferring the technology can match that of the
universities. It is submitted that the mere publication
in the National Technical Information .Service of inven
tions available for licensing is not a matohing capability.
Who will review some of the 4,500U. S. or 3,500 foreign
ERDA patents and cull out from those interesting technology,
and who will ask very often for permission to use that tech
nOlogy when the government owns the patents?

The recommendation on behalf of the University
of Wisconsin is, therefore, to urge the adoption of
Institutional Patent Agreements with qualifying univer
sities and the elimination of the mandatory licensing
rElquirements.

At this point, I think I will jwmp into some of
the empirical data,. if you want to call it that. It may
anticipate .somEl of the questions, but we will entertain
any of those you care to pose.

I



Agreement is an arrangement which is looked upon at the
University and also btWARF, since WARF is the designee
of the University under such Agreements, one with HEW
and the other with National Science Foundation, as being
the most efficient type of arrangement for invention
handling.

We should also tell you that as a feature of
its licensing policy, which, iAc~dentally, includes a
formal agreement betweenW~ and the University, so that
all obligations of the University to Federal agencies are
recognized, WARF generally requires a licensee to engage
in a development program witl:1 regard to the invention
licensed, the end resuit of which is intended to transfer
that tecl:1nology.into use for the benefit of the public.

Agllinsttheprotocol of that development pro....
gram, the licensee is normally required to make reports.
If such reports do not show a signific;mt advance of
the tecl:1n0logy against the protocol, it is grounds for
the cancellation of the license.

In several current situations wl:1ere inventions
are in the development phase, the licensees are currently
fast approaching the marketing stage. Since the majority
of the University of Wisconsin inventions tend to be in
the life sciences, and, therefore, medically Qr nutri
tionally oriented, considerable delaY has been encountered
because of thep.ecessitt to prove conclusivelY the safety
and efficacy of such products.

In contrast to the long development times
required where human and animal ingestible products are
concerned, an invention which is being admiAJsteref;l by
WARF under a case-by-case determination by the NSF has
moved from the point .of a patent application being filed
into the marketplace in less than one year's time. This
invention constituted a real breakthrough in the field
of spark spectroscOpe, and it -- and improvement inven
tions made thereafter, have literallY revo;Lutioni:aed that
field.

Even in this situation, however, in order to
have a company undert~ethe nece$sary deve;Lopment program
to place the reSUlts of the inventor's investigations into
public USe, some incentive by way of limited exclusive
license had to be offered.
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(No response.)

MR. RAWICZ: Th~nk you.

MR. MC CARTNEY: Th~nk you, Mr, R~wicz.

MR, RAWICZ: For the next presentation, we have
Howard W. Bremer from the University of Wisconsin.

MR, BREMER: Good morning.

MR. RAWICZ: Mr. Bremer, are yoU representing
the University of Wisconsin?

MR. BREMER: Actua~~y, I am here in a dua~ capa-
city.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, gent~emen.

I am representing the University of Wisconsin,
with authorization, but do function as patent counse~ for
the Wisconsin A~umni Research Foundation which rea~~y is
the invention administration arm of the University of
Wisconsin.

It was apparent from the questioning of uni
versity representatives yesterd~y, particu~~r~y Mr. Hi~~,

and Mr. Eden, that they were interested in some empiric~~

data. I think one of the other gent~emen asked for "hard"
data. Because of those questions, I have a~tered the for
mat of what I was going to say today; and I think I wi~~

give it to you in two parts.

First, the recommendation that the University
of Wisconsin has in this situation, and second, some of
the data that I have avai~ab~e. Fortunate~y, I came
prepared with some facts and figures that I think may
suffice for your purposes.

As I said, I am here on beha~f of the Un~versity

of Wisconsin. The practica~ information that has. been
derived from the association between the Wisconsin A~umni

Research Foundation and the University wi~~ enab~e me to
give you some data Which may be either responsive to your
questions or perhaps anticipate Borne of them. I think at
the outset we can say the position of the University of
Wisconsin can be considered reflected in and to be in
agreement with the conc~usions expressed in the report
of the.university Patent Policy Ad HOC Subcommittee, which
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to where we have had an average ot 50 inventions per year
reported, most of which went to application. We are now
averaging 75 to as disclosures per year now, most of which
are sent for application through selecte4 patent counsel.

FOr those inventions that are filed and that
are issued as patents, our licensing program is very
flexible as to the type of invention. we are using
eVery method possible to transfer technology. We employ
patent management firms which you are aware of, such as
Research Corporation. We also use internal technology
transfer staff for our own direot licensing negotiations.
We use commission agents tor our teOhnology transfer where
in they have a specialty, such as in medical technology,
for representation to companies.

We tind that by this flexibility, by not having
one methodology of transferring teChno~ogy, our capabilities
of getting an invention licensed are greater.

I would say that our accumulated royalty income
now is $aoQ,oOOtotal·for the last four years. One of
these days, we hope that our royalty income will increase
a great deal in order that we can expand our research and
development in those fields that we feel need expanding.

Many of our inventions have been developed
without government funding at all, but we still pour
royalty income back into research in areas of Scientific
discipline that alSO receive government contracts and
grants. So there are benefits to the government as well,
resulting from our transfer of technology.

MR. DENNY: Thank you.

MR. MC CARTNEY: Thank you.

MR. KIMl3ALL: In the absenoe of the institu
tional patent agreements which you describe you have with
HEW and its existing provisions, would your university
consider taking R andD work from federal agenoies with
patent provisions other than what you haVe in the insti
tutional agreements?

MR. Me ~TNEY: Yes, ot course. We weigh the
benefits of contracting with anY sponsor we deal with. In
the case of the National Science Foundation, they alSO have
institutional patent agreements and we are entering into
one with that ageney. We have had nothing but very fine

3ao
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Moreover, the public's interest would suffer,
since m~nY worthwhile inventions could not be commerci~li~ed.

We urge you to consider the eXClusion of m~nd~tory licensing
of energy-related p~tents from your rules and procedures,

Th~nk you for your consideration in ~llowing

the Committee on Government~l ~elations to eXpress our
views and opinions on your proposed policies and proce
dures.

MR•.RAWICZ: Thank you.

I think this is a rather significant statement
because the COG~ Subcommittee on patents has been instru
mental in developing guidelines in many universities,
especially those who have not become aware of this
problem, and h~s taken ~n ~ctive role in developing
university Patent po:Licy as it relates tod,eveloPment.

Do we have any specific questions of
Mr. McC~rtnElY?

Mr. Hill.

MR. HILL: I guess, Mr. McCartney, this question
is simil~r to what I asked the other. university members
yesterday.

AS ~ Committee officeX', it occurs to me that
perh~ps it would be better, if you're willing, to write
a letter later. The question asked .both by me and
Mr. Eden yesterday w~s how many patents are involved per
year -- for the membership as a whole, or for each college?
How many licenses are obtained? How many of these are
eXClusive, and roughly how much money is involved? And
who gets it when you get done with it?

Some appe~rs to go for college administration
and some for patent costs, some for the professors and so
forth.

It would be helpfUl if in general terms you
could outline that for us perhaps by letter later.

MR. MC CARTNEY: I can reply to you for my
own institution. We have h~d p~tent rel~tionships with
the HEW for sever~l years ~nd we provide annual I'eports
to that Department as requiI'ed by oUI' agreement.



cr~ter~a spelled out ~n the report to reta~n title to
invent~,ons made under Clgency or administration research
Clwards.

The conclusion of the Subcommittee Report are
set forth in brief:

A. CreCltion of university technology transfer
capab~l~ties should be encouraged.

B. Agreements perm~tt~ng qualified univerS~t~es

to retain t~tle to inventions would create an incentive to
develop univers~ty technology transfer capabil~t~es.

C. Addit~onal benefits would floW if qual~

fied universities retain principal rights to resulting
inventions, Those benefits woUld be recognition of co
sponsor equities. MallY times at universities, the govern
ment does nOt provide the total costs of a research pro
ject and funds from other sources must be used.
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2. Ease of Administration.
decisions would be eliminated, reducing
work for both parties.)

(Case-by-case
administrative

3. Use of Royalties for Support of Sc~entific

Research and Education. (It would be ~ll the. publ~c inter
est for universities to generate and retain income to
cover their patent administrative costs and to support
education and research from such income.)

AS I understand from previous university test~

mony, the majority of universit~es retain royalty income
they receive and direct it bac~ into research and develop
ment.

4. Use of Management Capability for All
Inventions. (Universities would be able to use their
management capabilities to transfer all their technology,
whether government-supported or not, therebY expanding
utilization of inventions, rather thCln hav~n9 a large
warehouse of inventions such lilS the 90vlilrnment has had
over the past years.)

S. Trainin9 elf Further Technology Transfer
Managers. (If universities are permitted to retain rights
to ilwent~ons, more personnel in the area of technolo9Y
transfer will be tra~ned. And we recogni~e the need for
this. )



Act of 1954 (42 Usc 2011 et seq.) and the
Administrator determines that •••

"(e) Under such regulations in con
formity with the provisions of this section
as the Administrator shall prescribe, the
Administrator may waive all or any part of
the rights of the United States under this
section with respect to any invention or
class of inventions made or which may be
made by any person or class of persons in
the course of or under any contract of the
Administfation if he determines that the
interests of the United States if he deter
mines the general p\lblic will best be served
by such waiver ••• Inmaldng such determina
tions, the Adminis~rator shall have the
followi~g opjectives.

"(11) In tne case of a nonprofit
ed~cational institution, the extent to
which s~ch institution has a technology
transfer capability and program, approved
by the Administrator as being consistent
with the applicable policies of this sec
tion. 1I

We cite for further reference the Congressional
intent to this section of the Act.

"The reference Ln s\lbsection (d)
(11) to nonprofit educational institutions
with approved technology transfer capabili
ties and programs is included among otner
reaSOns to assure that these institutions
would not be disqualified from considera
~ion for a waiver due to a lack of estab
lished cOmmercial position or manufacturing
capability. The approval requirement in the
s\lbsection is designed to assure that such
institutions do not become a conduit for
avoidance of the safeguards provided through
out the section. Ttlere is no intention for
other nonprofit or research institutions to
meet any leSser standa~d than required of
otber applicants."

The proposed policies and procedures that the
Administrator has announced in the October 15 Federal
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MR. RAWICZ: The point I was trying to get to
was that there is compulsory licensing of certain indus
tries based on antitrust.

Your statement states that compulsory licensing
in the energy field would not be beneficial across the
board for further research and development, there would
be no desire to, say, invent around the blocking patent.

I was wondering if there was any experience
on consent decrees where the industry, a particular
technology was subject to mandatory licensing, did that
in fact impede the growth of that technology.

MR. HAZELTINE: I can't really say on that,
but I feel that represents a specific instance just as
it would in the energy field where the court deemed it
appropriate to exercise its discretion by requiring that
there be compulsory licensing in that specific instance.

But it is not a broad, general provision
covering every patent.

MR. RAWICZ: Thank you.

Are there any questions?

(No response.)

Thank you.

MR. HAZELTINE: Thank you.

MR. RAWICZ: Thank you for coming and presenting
a statement of behalf of the Philadelphia Patent Law Asso
ciation.

Next, we have Clark MCCartney coming down.

Mr. McCartney is Director of Contracts and
Grants at the University of Southern California.

We seem to have struck a note with universities
at this hearing.

MR. MC CARTNEY: Good morning.

MR. RAWICZ: Either that or they have more travel
money than we thought.
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use of technology which that contractor evolves and, in
effect, recOIlllllends to the government.

One practical difference between contracting
with the Department of Defense to carry out development
activities needed by said Department and contracting with
ERDA is the fact that the ultimate use of the result pro
duced by an ERDA development contract may be not under
prime contract or subcontract to supply equipment to a
privately owned public utility.

We believe that a very important question is
presented as to whether the government should be permitted
to require mandatory licensing of energy-related patents
generally and for purposes unrelated to the practice of
the technology developed under the contract, and thereby
deny to the contractor the injunctive remedy.

We believe that there are very substantial
reasons why it should not.

First, we believe that to do so would result
in substantial discouragement of independent investiga
tion in the energy field which would not be in the pUblic
interest, and, second, we believe that there is no real
danger that the absence of the requirement for mandatory
licensing would prevent inventions resulting from inde
pendent investigations becoming available to the public.

If the owner of such patent refuses to follow
a reasonable approach to licensing, this will increase
the incentive to others to invent a different or perhap~

even better way to accomplish the same result.

Secondly, 35 USC Section 283 gives the court
discretion as to whether an injunction should be granted
or denied.

It may be assumed that the court in any given
instance would exercise such discretion in view of the
circumstances involved to ensure a result in the public
interest.

As you are aware, there are a number of
instances in which this has been done.

For example, Vitamin Technologists, Inc.
v. Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, and also the
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statement this may not be equitable for the government to
obtain rights just because there was a reduction to prac
tice in the final step of making the invention, I would
like to propose the other situation.

If the government does all the work, builds
the model, et cetera, it will get no rights if the excep
tion were granted prior to the contract. It seems it is
drawing a line somewhere. Sometimes it will be inequit
able for the contractor who had invested his money up to
the point where the government completes it. On the other
hand, in some cases it will be inequitable to the govern
ment because the government would have done the bulk of
the funding to bring the invention up to the point of
last test so there is a reduction to practice.

In other words, what has happened is that we
have a legal test and not an equitable test applied.

You point out a situation where the test may be
inequitable to the contractor. The same tests may be in
equitable to the government. Would you have a comment on
that?

MR. GRATCH: If I understand you correctly, you
are referring to the case in which the invention is con
ceived as part of a government contract --

MR. RAWICZ: Prior to. The contractor proposes
that he would like to build this for the government. He
in fact gets a contract, it is built but is not success
fully tested. So legally we do not have a reduction to
practice. The government obtains no rights. The contrac
tor goes on, completes the work. Now he owns the whole
invention.

I am pointing that out as perhaps an inequit
able situation.

MR. GRATC1:I: Sir, I am only a dumb mechanical
engineer, and this is a legal question. But it seems to
me that this should be a matter to be handled in formu
lating the contract.

If there is a clear-cut chance that a substan
tial fraction of the monies spent in a contract will be
of such a nature, then in that case the negotiating team
should have some provisions to give the government some
rights.
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Would you agree to that?

(Messrs. Spielman and May nodded assent.)

MR. KIMBALL: Approximately how long did it
take you to secure this waiver you speak of from the
time you made the decision to go after it?

MR. GRATCH: Probably two months, two to three
months.

MR. KIMBALL: Thank you.

MR. RAWICZ: Mr. Hill.

MR. HILL: Yes.

Mr. Gratch, I have just a question about Ford
Motor Company.

As I understand, Ford Motor Company is in fact
a family of corporations. What happens if a government
agency contracts with either Ford Motor Company or one of
its family corporations? Does that aspect of Ford sub
contract or sublicense to other aspects of Ford, or is
it some sort of more informal arrangement?
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MR. GRATCH: It is not informal.
procedure is that the contract, whatever it
out definitely who is covered.

The normal
is, spells

For instance, it may cover all of our affiliated
companies which would then be defined in a certain manner,
companies, let's say, in which we own more than 50 percent.
That is just an example.

A contract may be simply with one of the sub
sidiaries. In that case, the contract should define
exactly what it is.

In the case of patent provisions, since we have
some arrangements with some of our foreign subsidiaries,
usually we are careful in our patent clauses to define
the relationship with foreign subsidiaries quite clearly.

MR. HILL: Thank you very much.

MR. Wli:INHOLD: One quick question for you.



such means of protection. As I understand, in cases in
which the owner of the invention has been definitely
wrongful, courts have refused to grant injunctive relief
against an infringer. In a case in which the patent owner
has not been wrongful, but the infringement of his patent
is necessary for the public interest, even in those cases
the courts have refused to grant injunctive relief.

I understand there has been a case -- I don't
know the details; my colleagues can give you the case -
of a sewage treatment plant that would have been closed;
and, again, the courts refused to grant injunctive relief.

There are means to treat the exception. But I
urge that one should not ~mpose restrictions that would
damage seriously the national interest just to protect
against those exceptions.

MR. RAWICZ: Dr. Fumich.

DR. FUMICH: Much of your discussion has been
devoted to proposed changes in the legislation. I think
some of them have merit. What about the present legisla
tion and our approach in carrying it out?

If you had your "druthers," what would be your
major suggestion about making it easier for you to come
in and talk to us, within the parameters of the present
legislation?

MR. GRATCH: Within the present legislation,
so far we have had only one difficulty; and that has been
with the interpretation of one of the sections of Para
graph (h), the one in which our interpretation of the Act
is that the Administrator has the right to decide whether
any license required in case of march in is exclusive, non
exclusive, et cetera, whether that can be decided at the
time of contracting or not.
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We believe the
the time of contracting.
tion, we are okay.

language allows the decision at
If that is a correct interpreta-

, We have had a little difficulty on that paint.
Except for that, so far our problems .are with the statu
tory language, not with the interpretation.

We are concerned by so:meadded restrictions that
apparently are proposed in the regulations. Since that is
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MR. GRATCH: You raise several points. First,
as to the reduction to practice. In areas in which we
have sufficient expertise, we often can be quite sure that
an invention will work without·building a working model
(and it may be quite expensive to build a working model) ,
by simply completing engineering designs.

As I understand the Act, such an invention would
still be subject to the ERDA provisions because actual
reduction to practice means building a working model.

As an example, we have one such invention we
are working now on a method of producing ceramic. That
method may be useful in our ERDA program. The method was
developed quite independently of that in some of our
exhaust.catalyst programs. Until we apply the method to
the making of beta alumina tubes, we have not actually
reduced the invention to practice in that application.
Therefore, in that case we would have invested much more
in the invention previous to the contract, but if we use
the invention under the contract we would lose the rights.
The loss would be quite sweeping under the present language.

We think that that is unfair. Now, as far as
your question, your real question, our answer is flexi
bility. First, the Federal Procurement Regulations do
provide protection for the government. The provide that
the government can march in and can, for instance·, insure
that the licenses are granted to responsible applicants,
et cetera. Those provisions would make sure that the
government can protect the public.

We are not taking the position that exclusive
rights in a subject invention should be left to the inven
tor without any restriction. If the inventor diligently
pursues those inventions, that may be well in the best
public interest.

As you know, one of the problems with the
26,000 patents the government owns is that inventors
would not touch them because they have to spend a lot of
development money and never be sure that after they developed
it a competitor would not get the invention on equally favor
able terms without expenditure of money • Sometimes the best
way to ge'l; an invention developed commercially is to leave
it toone group or one industry to do it on an exclusive
basis. But that wOlild be open. If that industry does
not do the proper job, under the Federal Procurement Regu
lations the Government could still step in and insure that
the invention was used for the public benefit.
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In conclusion, I would like to emphasize that it
is essential that ERDA provide incentives to industry if
they wish to encourage its participation in ERDA programs.
The patent system is one of the strongest means for pro
viding these incentives. ERDA clearly recognized this in
the notice announcing these hearings. There it stated that:

"The objective of ERDA patent policy
is to provide an incentive function to stimu
late commercial industrial development in
energy fields as well as protect the public's
interest."

In our view, the key to ERDA's attaining its
objective of providing an incentive function is flexi
bility in dealing with industry. This flexibility must
be permitted by both statutory and regulatory policy so
that the agency can treat the equities of each contract
on an individual basis.

Our experience with the patent staff of the
Chicago Operations Office headed by Mr. Arthur Churm and
with Mr. James Denny in negotiations during the past year
indicates to us that ERDA personnel are quite capable of
representing the interests of the government and the public
without being restricted by a policy which denies flexi
bility.

The maximum incentive which a flexible patent
policy can offer to a contractor is the opportunity for
retention of title to any invention conceived or first
actually reduced to practice under the contract. This
will serve both as an incentive for industry to partici
pate in ERDA's programs and as an incentive for industry,
once it elects to participate, to commit fUlly its
resources.

It is essential that industry capital as well
as its technical, managerial, development, and marketing
expertise be dedicated to ERDA's programs if the technology
is to be brought to the point of practical application in
the shortest possible time.

We have stated in detail the specific problems
that we foresee and the solutions we recommend. Certainly,
we believe that mandatory licensing would be a deterrent
to industry participation and that it should not be adopted.
The "subject invention" definition and the march-in rights
spelled out in the 1974 Act as administered by ERDA are a



If the proposed regulation language represents
ERDA's interpretation of the statutory language, we urge
amendment of the 1974 Act. In any event, it is hoped that
the Administration will not feel bound to follow a restric
tive policy with respect to irrevocable licenses pursuant
to Secti.on9, paragraph (f) of the Act. To do so would
restrict the flexibility which the Administrator must
retain in order to work effectively with private industry.

It is particularly important to avoid any ~mend

ments to the Act that would further curtail flexibility.
Specifically, it would he regrettable if statutory provi
sions or procurement regulations were adopted so as to
mandate that a contractor license its background patent
rights. Such a change would discourage participation in
research and development work by those with the greatest
capabilities of achieving the desired objectives.

The potential contractors with the most exten
sive background would be exposed to the greatest risk by
reason of mandatory licensing provisions. Thus, the
greater the background, the greater the deterrent to
participation.

Substantial corporations, such as Ford Motor
Company, are willing to grant licenses on reasonable
terms and conditions under their patents. You may ask
if that is the case, why should Ford object to mandated
licensing of background patents? The answer is that we
simply must he in a position to negotiate the matter.
Removal of the right to injunctive relief materially
weakens a bargaining position established at consider
able private expense. Loss of that right certainly
makes development at private expense much less attractive.

The 1974 Act directs the Administrator to make
recommendations with respect to mandatory licensing. In
our opinion, the Administrator should recommend that no
mandatory licensing provisions be enacted. Our main con
cern is that, in general, mandatory licensing would prove
to be a counterstimulant to the achievement of the new
technology which Congress sought when it enacted the 1974
Act.

The patent system provides an incentive for
inventors to invent and disclose their inventions. This
concept is clearly stated in Article 1, Section 8, of the
Constitution, which states that "The Congress shall have
the power••• to promote the progress of science and useful
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fulfill health, safety, or energy needs, or
(c) for such other purposes as may be stipu
lated in the applicable agreement."
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Paragraph (h) (7) provides that the Administrator
shall have the right, commencing three years after the grant
of a license and four years after a waiver is effective as
to an invention, to require the granting of a non-exclusive
or partially exclusive license to a responsible applicant
or applicants upon terms reasonable under the circumstances.

If these paragraphs are interpreted as we
believe they should be, such that the various types of
licenses are alternatives available to the Administrator
and he, in his discretion, has the flexibility to elect
one at the time of contracting, then we are not troubled
by this portion of the statute.

It has been our interpretation since first
reading the paragraphs in question that the licenses men
tioned were intended to be in the alternative so as to
give the Administrator flexibility in negotiating with
potential contractors at the time of contracting.

Further, unless the statute is so interpreted,
the contractor is completely disabled from granting any
licenses since he must always hold himself ready to grant
an exclusive license at the Administrator's direction.
We are concerned about this situation as a result of our
experience during negotiations with ERDA.

In those negotiations we sought provisions in
the patent clause of the contract under which the
Administrator would have elected at the time of con
tracting the form of license we might be required to
grant pursuant to paragraph (h).

Our arguments may have been persuasive since
the language of Section 9-9.l07-4(e) of the proposed ERDA
patent regulations appears to suggest that the Administra
tion has interpreted the language of paragraph (h) as
referring to licenses granted in the alternative. If
this is not the interpretation Which is intended by this
language, we urge that the regulations and, if necessary,
the 1974 Act be clarified such that ERDA can, within the
scope of the 1974 Act, view the various licenses in the
alternative.



Third, the conditions under which the FPRsper
mit the government to march in are very specific, thus
giving the contractor a fair opportunity to avoid them if
possible.

On the other hand, the conditions under which
the 1974 Act permits the government to march in are very
vague and uncertain and may lead to significant disputes.
It is our recommendation that the statutory title policy
of the 1974 Act, and the march-in rights provisions there
of, be changed to those of the Federal Procurement Regula
tions.

It is interesting to note that while the ERJ)A
patent provisions were purportedly fashioned after the
NASA statute, the NASA march-in rights are essentially
those of the FPRs.

The risk of losing rights, especially title,
for which we bargain at the time of contracting based on
our equities is aservere deterrent to accepting ERDA
contracts. However, the possibility of losing rights
in inventions which are conceived outside the contract,
but first actually reduced to practice under the contract,
is an even more severe deterrent.

Because the term "made" is defined in the Act
as meaning the conception or first actual reduction to
practice of an invention, all inventions whioh are con
ceived other than under a contract, but which are first
actually reduced to practice under the contract, will be
subject· to the march-in provisions of the 1974 Act even
though a valid patent covering the invention may have
been obtained.

An invention for which all legal rights have
been established and which has been completely developed
and engineered bya company with its own funds could thus
become the property of the government if the first working
model is built under an ERDA contract and a waiver of title
to the contractor is refused, or, if granted, is ultimately
revoked.

As a result, inventions in which the contractor
at the time of contracting has substantial equity and may
have licensed to others could be lost. Clearly,this is
an area in which the title policy and march-in rights of
the 1974 Act place an onerous and unfair burden on the con
~ractor, thus discouraging his participation.
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However, the private sector is not particularly
pleased to place its well established position at risk for
a government contract. The patent provisions of the 1974
Act are sufficiently onerous to cause the private sector
to consider long and seriously the risks of accepting an
ERDA contract. Mandatory licensing could well drive those
private sector companies most qualified and who have the
most valuable background information out of the field,
leaving all future work to be done at government expense
by those who do not have any valuable background to risk.

As a United States company, it is our desire to
participate in solving national problems, but we question
seriously whether the risks it imposes on an established
private position can be prudently assumed. Specific
examples will be developed in the course of our comments.

The statutory policy adopted by Congress in the,
1974 Act is that the government shall own all rights in any
invention conceived or first actually reduced to practice
under an ERDA contract. It may, under certain specified
circumstances, waive all or any part of those rights to
the contractor.

However, the threat to established technology
in the private sector becomes apparent in what are commonly
called march-in rights under the statute. Paragraph (h) of
Section 9 spells out these march-in rights. They are a
clear manifestation of a policy based on the rule that
what the governments gives it can take away at any time.

Paragraphs (h) (6) and (h) (7) of the Act specify
that the ERDA Administrator may terminate any waiver in
whole or in part unless the contractor demonstrates to the
satisfaction of the Administrator that he has taken effec
tive steps, or within a reasonable time is expected to take
steps, necessary to accomplish Substantial utilization of
the. invention in question.

Paragraph (h) (7) also provides that the Admini
strator may revoke any waiver if the waiver has tended sub
stantially to lessen competition or to result in undue con
centration in any section of the country in any line of
commerce to which the technology relates.

Thus, even though a contractor succeeds in
obtaining a waiver, a sword of Damocles hangs over his
head and could terminate that waiver at any time. We
assume it is unlikely that a waiver would be revoked
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